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You’ve gotta do Contiki

theNet
Escape

If you're 18-35, there’s no better way to experience the world than with Contiki.

Whether you’re after a quick break or an epic trip, Contiki offers tours in 40

countries across 6 continents. Soak up the culture and nightlife, see the sights,

jump into adventure, and relax with just the right amount of free time. The first-

hand knowledge from Contiki tour managers and seasoned local guides is

invaluable. Plus, you can’t beat travelling with like-minded people.

Talk to Cassandra Todd, our Contiki specialist at House of Travel Dunedin, for

expert advice and the best deals going, including our discounted student airfares.

Discount student fares and expert advice
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introduction

Last year, the Ministry of Social Development released its flagship White 

Paper for Vulnerable Children, containing a raft of recommendations 

for protecting New Zealand children who are at risk of poverty, neglect, 

and abuse.

Now, the Ministry of Misopedia has been tasked with a parallel, yet equally 

important task. The White Paper for Invulnerable Children sets out the 

Ministry’s recommendations for protecting society from invulnerable 

children who are at risk of causing large-scale devastation.

The recommendations are the result of four months of research and dis-

cussion, including a public submission period and dozens of hui held 

across the country. It is hoped that this policy document will provide a 

framework for moving towards a unified response to stemming the carnage 

of the past four months.

The grim reality
The emergence of a gene-altering virus causing children to become 

invulnerable is a critical concern for our society and the future thereof.

At present, it is estimated that 0.06% of children fall into the category 

of “dangerously invulnerable,” while up to 2% show risk factors such as 

extraordinary strength and high pain tolerance.

Our generation has a moral duty to ensure that no invulnerable child is 

left behind and allowed to run rampant. At the same time, we have a duty 

to treat the invulnerable children humanely, given that they are not to 

blame for their superhuman powers.

Invulnerable children can be defined as those who exhibit the following 

symptoms:

1. Imperviousness to physical harm;

2. Imperviousness to criticism, emotional abuse, and other standard 

parenting techniques; and

3. Up to 80 times the normal strength for a child of the same age.

major risk factors
Given their eighty-fold strength, invulnerable children are capable of 

causing immense damage to structures and human internal organs with 

simple punches and kicks. The children’s lethality only increases when 

they obtain weaponry such as conker nuts or wet towels, which have 

caused hundreds of deaths from blunt force trauma and hypovolemic 

shock respectively.

Many of the older (10- to 12-year old) invulnerable children have the 

intelligence and concentration span to systematically destroy crucial 

support beams in skyscrapers and other large buildings, in order to bring 

down the entire structure.

damage report for four months to date
After investigation, the Ministry of Misopedia found:

– An estimated 600 invulnerable children;

– 19,249 reported cases of children displaying one or more risk factors;

– 935 people killed by invulnerable children;

– 113 buildings destroyed;

– $800m estimated economic damage.

The ministry’s recommendations

Option 1 (preferred): Humane concrete bunkers

Field tests have indicated that the children, while extremely strong, cannot 

break through reinforced concrete without the aid of a makeshift hammer 

or other similar object. Invulnerable children who used their abilities to 

the detriment of society could be lured into bunkers via a trail of boiled 

sweets, and sealed away for the greater good.

Conditions in the bunkers would be humane, with Sega Dreamcast 

video game consoles provided, along with a plush Barney the Dinosaur 

toy for companionship.

Option 2: Psychological programming

While the unfortunate parents of invulnerable children may have lost 

the ability to control their offspring using conventional techniques such 

as belittling and white lies, the government has the ability to unleash a 

veritable propaganda machine. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the 

“It’s Not Okay” TV ads are sufficiently moving to stop an abusive hus-

band’s fist mid-arc; these ads could be expanded to condemn violence 

by invulnerable children.

Option 3: Leave the free market to sort it out

The majority of the Ministry’s policy analysts are strongly opposed to 

this option, and would in fact recommend the expansion of the Ministry’s 

budget and personnel. However, a significant minority are of the belief 

that the invisible hand will give the invulnerable children a metaphorical 

spanking and put them to bed with no dessert.

White Paper for Invulnerable Children
- Callum Fredric, Minister of Misopedia

M I N I S T Ry  O F  M I S O P E D I A
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N E W S

We’re off to see the wizard

Selwyn Ballet to thrill audiences for 86th year running

By  J A M I E  B R E E N

By  C A L LU M  F R E D R I C

the legendary University of Otago 

Capping Show will kick off on Wednesday. 

This year sees the 119th iteration of the 

world’s second-longest-running (and longest 

continually running) Capping Revue. 

For all you freshers out there, allow Critic to 

educate you. The Capping Show, a yearly event, 

is made up of comedy sketches, dance, singing, 

and a themed storyline, and is likely to offend 

every single one of you.

This year’s show revolves around The Wizard Of 

Oz, and is appropriately entitled The Wizard of 

Capping Show. Dorothy, a recent graduate from 

the University of Otago, is taken by a freak tor-

nado to a magical land where there is always 

capping Show audiences are once again 

set for five minutes of top-quality en-

tertainment at the end of the first half 

of the show, as the Selwyn Ballet makes its 

86th appearance.

The ballet’s distinctive humour comes from the 

visual juxtaposition between short-haired, rug-

by-loving young men and their frilly, feminine 

outfits. Some of the boys’ leotards are noticeably 

too small for them, providing a further layer of 

subtext to the performance.

employment: Aus(tralia). With a group of friends, 

Dorothy ventures to the Emerald City in order to 

find her place in the world, encountering the 

Wicked Bitch of the West and her flying monkeys 

along the way.

The past three months of writing, acting and 

dance preparation have been leading up to this 

moment. Like previous years, and in keeping 

with its reputation for hilarity, the show will 

involve numerous and varied sketches, vocal 

groups Sextet and Sexytet, and the babeing 

Selwyn boys’ ballet.

Critic caught up with the show’s main character, 

Dorothy, for her insight to the show. “Well, it 

would definitely be the classical heroine story, 

like the Hobbit, but with Bilbo as a woman, who 

is super smart, and doesn’t have hairy feet. I 

totally wax.”

Critic spoke to a second-year Selwyn girl, Alicia, 

who said: “The Selwyn ballet is soooo good. Me 

and the girls went twice last year to see the 

boys dressed up in their leotards and pigtails. 

It’s so funny ‘cos Rory is a real blokey bloke, you 

would NEVER imagine him in a tutu, but there 

he is wearing one and dancing to Swan Lake!”

The ballet is not without its naysayers. When 

the ballet first appeared in the 1928 Capping 

Show, audiences were scandalised by the 

cross-dressing Selwynites. Even in 2013, the 

ballet is one of the more controversial aspects 

of the Capping Show. Critic spoke to a member 

of the 2012 audience, who said: “I don’t like it. 

The show is running for twelve nights, from 

Wednesday 8 May until Saturday 18 May. 

Described as “the kind of thing that would make 

Barney Stinson and Lewis Carroll seem as tame 

as St Margaret’s,” it will surely be one to 

remember. 

Critic will leave you with some last words of 

encouragement from Dorothy herself. “Everyone 

should come to Capping Show; it’s on campus 

at the College of Education. You can get your 

tickets from dashtickets.co.nz and the OUSA 

main office. … Bring your brother, and your father, 

maybe not the grandparents, I know they sur-

vived the war, but I feel some content may upset 

them. Who am I kidding? My grandma comes 

and laughs her head off … but I think she may 

be a racist?”

All money raised from the Capping Show will be 

donated to Youthline Otago, following a Facebook 

poll held by the OUSA Executive.

Guys in tutus? It’s so goddamn edgy. There’s a 

line, and they’ve crossed it.”

Last year, Critic polled audiences after five 

Capping Show performances. On average, 17 

of the 473 members of the crowd described the 

ballet as “enjoyable” – a total of 3.6%. When 

Selwyn residents’ responses were excluded 

from the results, zero audience members gave 

the ballet a positive review. One respondent 

wrote a comment in his own tears, describing the 

performance as “a six-minute in-joke.”

That poll aside, audiences can sit back and enjoy 

the ballet, knowing that it will not be re-treading 

the same ground as in previous performances; 

this year, they are dancing to “The Nutcracker.”
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Apps to make sad kids ‘appy

Critic culls Cull Colmar Brunton 
says 80% of 
students keen to 
work for free

By  J AC K  M O N TG O M E R I E

By  Z A N E  P O CO C K

By  T H O M A S  R A E T H E L

a texting blob, a digital bin in which to 

put feelings, and a site full of videos to 

cheer kids up won the Dunedin round of 

the Lifehack competition last Sunday evening. 

Lifehack (not to be confused with the website 

explaining how to “Make Your Own Fresh Home 

Fragrances”) is an organisation that the Ministry 

of Social Development (MSD) has funded to im-

prove New Zealand’s youth mental health record. 

In recent years, New Zealand’s male and female 

youth suicide rates have topped OECD league 

tables. Lifehack’s founder Jason Armishaw said 

that when the MSD wanted to use mental health 

funds for “another awareness-raising confer-

ence,” he argued for a “bottom-up” approach. 

Lifehack enlisted young people, including stu-

dents, as designers of technological solutions 

to this serious social problem.

After 48 hours of brainstorming, the six teams 

had each designed and in some cases produced a 

website or application to improve youth mental 

health. They then pitched their ideas to a high 

school student, a teacher, and a web developer 

at the Hunter Centre on Sunday evening. 

University of Otago Vice-Chancellor Harlene 

Hayne was pleased with how the students had 

dunedin Mayor Dave Cull has refused 

to partake in a debate with legal high 

lobbyist Grant Hall after calling for con-

sumers to boycott businesses that sell synthetic 

cannabis products. While defending his position, 

Cull alluded to a fear that his opponent-to-be 

had been “imbibing a bit much,” in a blatant 

case of defamation. Critic speculates this is due 

to Cull’s own shady past with synthetic cannabis, 

which saw him mistake hallucinations earlier 

in the week for a Holy Moment in which God told 

him not to engage with the Dalai “Demon” Lama. 

This recent speaking impediment does not 

bode well for Cull in an election year, with his 

Student Job Search is set to introduce a 

trial “unpaid” section from June this year, 

after widespread enthusiasm for volun-

teer work was expressed by students around 

the country. A Colmar Brunton poll commis-

sioned by Studylink last year revealed that 80% 

of students interviewed expressed interest in 

such work. 

OUSA President Francisco Hernandez supports 

the move. “There is potential for any not-for-

profit organisation to be involved,” he told Critic. 

Hernandez followed this up with a captivating 

example: “an environmental organisation could 

organise cleanups at the beach.”

He also addressed concerns that the site may 

be swamped with unpaid work. “It will be in a 

different section, so paid work will be just as 

easy to find as it was before,” said Hernandez. 

Enthusiasm for volunteer work has extended 

beyond OUSA, with the Master of Knox College Dr 

Selwyn Yeoman expressing interest in bringing 

his residents closer to the Dunedin community 

as a whole. Dr Yeoman had organised numerous 

volunteer agencies to appear at Knox College on 

Sunday evenings to talk to Knox residents about 

volunteer work. 

“Perhaps the easiest way for students to volun-

teer would be at local schools,” said Yeoman. 

“The North East Valley community offer a range 

of volunteer opportunities in particular for Knox.”

Yeoman is a self-described environmental ad-

vocate, and is excited for such conservation work 

mentioned by Hernandez. “I have no personal 

experience with the website, but it sounds like 

a good idea,” said Yeoman. 

The trial is part of Hernandez’s election promise 

to increase the availability of volunteer work for 

Otago students. 

spent their weekend, but urged them to test 

their designs. Speaking after the presentations 

had been given, she expressed her concern that 

many youth programmes were ineffective, but 

were still implemented because no one bothered 

to check if they worked. 

“Globlet,” an animated pet to which children 

could type messages about their issues, par-

ticularly impressed the judges and audience. 

“Upside,” a website hosting videos for youths to 

watch when they were feeling sad or lonely also 

received high marks, as did “Trash It,” a website 

and app where users write their feelings and then 

throw them away, or share them anonymously. 

These winning teams will each receive $2000 

to produce a video for the national round of the 

competition in May, where the winners will have 

their designs put into production.

Asked if at-risk youth were likely to have ac-

cess to personal smartphones, local coordinator 

Thomas Mitchell said that while socioeconomic 

status was “a factor” in depression, tablet com-

puters were “getting cheaper all the time.” The 

teams were also optimistic about the potential 

of their programmes to break down stigmas and 

improve youth mental health. Josie Adams, one 

of Globlet’s inventors, suggested that Globlet 

could be the next John Kirwan. “Or,” she coun-

tered, “the next Clippy.”

own culling looking increasingly likely. He has, 

however, attempted to bribe the minimal student 

vote by agreeing to finally recognise students as 

citizens of Dunedin, rather than visitors.

Culling some llamas
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Shit students 
help students 
in the shit

He’s Dunne it 
again

By  J O S I E  CO C H R A N E

By  C L AU D I A  H E R RO N

Figures recently released by the University 

of Otago show that misconduct cost stu-

dents $14,860 in 2012. This is up 40% from 

2011, when total fines issued by the Proctor were 

$10,670 for the year. The increase has occurred 

despite a decrease in the number of misbehaving 

students from 136 in 2011 to 106 in 2012. 

The average fine has gone up to $140 per student 

in 2012, compared to $78 per student in 2011. 34 of 

the fines were for breaking glass and 30 were for 

setting fires, with two of the fire starters recieving 

fines of $250 and $300. 

Community service and charitable donations 

were also ordered by the Proctor when students 

breached the University’s Code of Conduct. In 

more serious cases, the Proctor referred stu-

dents to the University’s Vice-Chancellor Harlene 

Hayne. From here, six students were excluded 

from the University during the second semester 

of 2012, four of whom for lighting fires. 

Unsurprisingly, O-Week proves to be the busiest 

time of the year. A third of all students seen by 

the Proctor during 2012 were seen in the first two 

weeks of the academic year. 

The steeper student fines issued by both the 

Proctor and the courts reflect the recent crack-

down on student disorderly behaviour. One 

student was fined $900 by the courts earlier this 

semester for starting a fire, the highest fine yet.

The money collected by the Proctor is put to-

wards the University’s Student Hardship fund 

which assists students in times of “unforeseeable 

emergencies,” such as having to urgently fly 

home due to a family crisis. Unfortunately, the 

Proctor assured Critic that this fund is “not for if 

you just run out of money and can’t pay your rent, 

as that is foreseeable.” So don’t bother trying to 

get some alcohol funds when Studylink fails to 

process your loan in time for Re-O-Week.

associate Health Minister Peter Dunne 

has come out of leftfield and banned a 

further two substances, both found in 

the popular synthetic cannabis brand K2. The 

totally unprecedented move by Dunne will see 

a Temporary Class Drug Notice issued on BB-22 

and 5F-AKB48, bringing the total number of sub-

stances banned under Temporary Notices to 35. 

Dunne confidently hailed it as “another blow to 

the industry and one of many we have deliv-

ered.” He hoped that the ban would help to force 

more of the K2 product, which was “clearly bad 

for people,” off shelves. Dunne further revelled 

in his continued success by promising that the 

“killer punch” will come in August when the 

Psychoactive Substances Bill becomes law.

This latest triumph for Dunne saw him not only 

condemn the synthetic cannabis industry it-

self but also the wholesome outlets, such as 

Willowbank Dairy and Balmoral Hill Dairy, that 

sell the product, accusing them of having “no 

integrity whatsoever.”

The ban will come into effect on Thursday 9 May, 

from which time it will become illegal to import, 

manufacture, sell or supply the substances, with 

penalties of up to eight years’ imprisonment. 

Although the substances are under a temporary 

ban, if found to be low-risk then they will not 

be illegal under the new legislation. 

Submissions on the Bill closed on 1 May, and the 

Health Select Committee is due to report back 

to Parliament in mid-June.

8  |   fb.com/critictearohi
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Retro clothing, bedding, homewares & party gear!
We would love to receive your good 
quality donations at the end of the year

Following the graduation ceremony at 

Dunedin’s Town Hall this weekend, the 

University of Otago has officially rescind-

ed the degrees awarded to a number of grad-

uands of Arts and Commerce.

The graduation ceremony, while by no 

means intended to be a completely staid event 

throughout, has long excluded the age-old tra-

dition wherein students fling their caps up into 

the air at the conclusion of the ceremony. Though 

it is widely acknowledged that graduation is an 

occasion for excitement and celebration, in the 

past students have been urged to go and open 

a bottle of wine or six rather than hurling their 

headwear around.

During this particular ceremony, a total 

of 47 students chose to revolt against a policy 

that they viewed as “unfair” and “ridiculous,” 

throwing their caps into the air at what they felt 

was an appropriate time. 

Unfortunately for these well-meaning stu-

dents, what started as a simple act of jubilant 

defiance has now ended in tears and heartbreak. 

Shortly after the outburst, University officials 

declared that the degrees these students had 

been handed just moments before would be 

made null and void, explaining that this type 

of behavior “just cannot be tolerated.” This was 

deemed to be the necessary course of action, 

given that these students “probably wouldn’t 

even notice” if they were instead expelled or 

suspended from Otago.

When asked why they decided to go against 

orders and throw their caps anyway, one dis-

traught young lady involved in the incident told 

Critic that “it looked like fun in the movies,” while 

a couple of lads had hoped that it would “catch 

on” with others around them if they did it first. 

The long-standing tradition of cap throw-

ing at graduation can be traced back to 1912, 

when upperclassmen at the United States Naval 

Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, were being 

appointed as officers. With this new rank, the 

caps that they once wore as sailors would be 

replaced with officers’ hats, so they tossed their 

old caps into the air to show that they no longer 

needed them. Since that momentous day, this 

symbolic ritual has spread worldwide and been 

handed down from generation to generation. 

A spokesperson from the Graduation Office 

attempted to explain why the stifling ban exists. 

“When you see it in the movies, it’s all well and 

good. But they don’t show what comes after 

that moment. No one ever thinks about the 

aftermath.” Indeed, the mad scramble to get 

your hat back when it lands (or even taking 

an errant cap corner to the eye) is a much less 

enchanting scenario than the image of hundreds 

of tasseled black squares sailing into an azure 

sky, but seriously – fuck it.

University snatches 
degrees back from 
unworthy students

By  C A M P B E L L  EC K L E I N

Ex-Critic editor puts up pointless, doomed bill
By  J AC K  M O N TG O M E R I E

g reen Party list MP Holly Walker has 

introduced a Private Member’s Bill for 

the next ballot at Parliament, which aims 

to reinstate student allowances for postgraduate 

students. However, with little hope of majority 

support, the bill appears to be purely symbolic.

In 2012, the government changed regulations to 

prevent postgraduate students from claiming the 

student allowance. The change came into effect 

in January this year, and Otago’s postgraduate 

enrolment rate has dropped by 8.5%.

Tertiary Education Minister Steven Joyce claims 

that an improving economic situation is encourag-

ing students into the job market, but Walker claims 

that the figure “is not in line with trends we’ve 

been seeing.” She says postgraduates have been 

priced out of study, especially those who had be-

gun study last year and did not expect the changes 

to come into effect until later in the year. Walker 

argues that urgent action is needed to reinstate 

the allowances, and has drafted the Education 

(Student Allowances Availability) Amendment 

Bill, a Private Member’s Bill which she hopes will 

be drawn in a ballot to be held on 16 May.

Asked if the bill had any hope of passing its first 

reading, Walker said “I don’t want to pre-judge,” 

but admitted that getting support from the same 

government that cut the allowance just last year 

was unlikely. Although John Banks was ruled 

out as a supporter of the bill, Walker thought 

that the Maori Party might be supportive be-

cause Maori students have also been affected by 

the allowance cut. 

Walker says she wants to use her bill as a political 

tool to force Parliament to debate the issue. Despite 

the fact that Walker has already questioned the 

government on the scheme to no avail, she says 

the bill is worthwhile because “it means the gov-

ernment actually has to vote against it.”
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“Everyone a winner at Uni Games” 
– Otago actually the winner

By  G U S  G AW N

team Otago reclaimed the University 

Shield at the Uni Games held in Dunedin 

two weeks ago. Otago boasted the largest 

team at the 2013 event with 142 competitors, and 

made their numerical advantage count by col-

lecting the most points and taking out the shield.

Prior to the games it had been intimated that 

Otago would be ineligible to win the shield, 

as the university is currently not a member of 

University Sport New Zealand. As it turns out, no 

other universities are members either, so Otago 

was able to claim it.

The Uni Games Committee (led by OUSA) said 

they were very pleased with how everything ran 

during the event after surviving a couple of early 

hiccups. This year OUSA had dubbed the event 

the “Austerity Games” because of efforts to cut 

costs to competitors and cutbacks on expensive 

social functions.

The Otago team performed well across the board, 

taking out the Badminton, Netball, and Touch, 

and performing strongly in the other events.

Organiser Blake Luff told Critic that “the whole 

event in general went very well. There were some 

things that we could not plan for that tripped us 

up but they ended up being relatively easy fixes. 

We had reasonably good numbers from all the 

universities in New Zealand. The weather wasn’t 

really on our side at all throughout the week but 

there isn’t much that we could do to change that.”

One of the more outstanding efforts by an Otago 

side came from the netball girls who had to face 

AUT three times before reaching the final. Each 

match was a tight contest before Team Otago 

eventually finished Auckland off in the final, 

prevailing by 13 goals.

Otago teams also managed 2nd in Basketball, 3rd 

in Tennis, 3rd in Ultimate (Frisbee), and 3rd in Lawn 

Bowls. Hockey was the only sport in which Otago 

teams failed to make at least the semi-finals.

Team Otago finished with 69 points overall, 18 

ahead of Canterbury in second place who pipped 

Auckland by a point. Canterbury University 

picked up the team spirit award, Massey (Albany 

campus) won best small campus and SIT won a 

prize for not being a University. 

Otago basketballer Rens Smeerhoff was happy 

overall with how the games turned out: “Uni 

Games proved again to be a great way to compete 

between universities. The games were well run 

with the limited resources OUSA had available.” 

He was a little disappointed with the social side 

of things: “It was all right, but not much more 

than that. I can see why the organisation chose 

not to get involved in organising a social pro-

gramme, we’re old enough to come up with our 

own plans. But even just some more promotion of 

a venue that had specials on for Uni Games that 

night would have helped with getting the crowd 

together at the end of the evening.”

According to OUSA President Francisco 

Hernandez, “It was a fantastic event. Well done 

to Blake Luff, the GC Volunteers, Unisports and 

James Grubb for making it a successful event. 

Congratulations to all the people who took part, 

whether you took home gold, silver, bronze, or 

tin – everyone was a winner at Uni Games.”

What a soundbite.
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NEWS IN
BRIEFS

WORLD WATCH
FranCe  |  Only six days after New Zealand did so, France became the 14th 
country to legalise gay marriage. Thanks to pushing the wrong button, a 
published homophobe even voted in favour.

GUantanaMO Bay, CUBa  |  93 of the 166 current detainees in America’s pris-
on camp are currently on a hunger strike.

ICelanD  |  There is now an app to help you avoid sleeping with your cousin. 
This is because “Iceland has a tiny population and confusing surnames 
[which makes] knowing who you’re related to impossible.” 

critic.co.nz/breastjewels

Keepsake jewellery made from.... 
breast milk!

critic.co.nz/shakeswords

20 words we owe to William Shakespeare. 
Included are “addiction,” “assassination,” 

and “eventful.”

critic.co.nz/5dollarfood

How much food does $5 buy around
 the world?

critic.co.nz/japlatte

Japanese latte art is on another level.

critic.co.nz/remote4play

We know you’ve been waiting for this, and 
it’s finally here: Fundawear! Oh yes, that’s 

app-controlled remote foreplay for you 
young Scarfies.

BEST OF
THE WEB

ZANE POCOCK | SAM CLARK
CALLUM FREDRIC  |  MADDy PHILLIPPS

FREEEBIE

Thanks to OUSA we have 
8 more tickets to give away to 
The Wizard of Capping Show 

Opening Night (08 May)

Keep an eye on the Critic Facebook on Monday! 
(it helps to Like / add Critic to your interests on Facebook)
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FACTS &
FIGURESFAILIENTTHE WORST

Fails of the Week from Wellington’s Student Magazine

The Mistaken Identity Issue

1)“Kia ora, New Zealand, kia ora.”

Auē, Salient, auē.

2)Most people know that New Zealand was the first country in the world to give women 

the vote, in 1893. But Salient’s gay rights timeline revealed a little known fact: in 

1867, NZ census forms were amended to allow same-sex couples as an option. No longer 

would census officials climb aboard their horse and cart empty-handed after visiting a 

gay household. Fuck we’re a progressive nation.

3)“The ubiquitous gay characters on our screens teach us that gays aren’t the evil 

monsters they were once made out to be.”

It’s so true. Before Critic’s news team rented the box set of The Wire and revelled in the 

subtle nuances of Omar Little’s character, our house style was to alternate between the 

terms “homo” and “fruit” when describing gay people.

4)And finally, Salient’s truly mind-numbing report on a students’ association meeting 

reminds Critic why we stopped covering them.

“Under Part II, Section 2(1) of the VUWSA Constitution, IGMs are generally required to be 

held within the first four weeks of the first trimester. However as section 2(3)(a) requires 

the Executive to present an audited statement of income and expenditure for the previous 

year at this meeting, the Executive was allowed an exception due to a delay caused by the 

auditors consolidating the accounts of VUWSA and the VUWSA Trust.”

And they said the gay marriage bill wouldn’t bring about an apocalypse.

W ith navy beans, sausages, potatoes, and bacon in a 

tomato-based sauce, Wattie’s Big Eat™ All Day 

Breakfast meals are the tucker of choice for frazzled 

Critic employees craving something tasty, hearty, and quick. We 

like to throw them in the OUSA microwave for a couple of minutes 

till they’re piping hot and eminently spoonable (or forkable – you 

decide! These are your tastebuds we’re talking about!).

Too snowed under with assignments even for a trip to the kitchen or 

the Link? No problemo, amigo! They’re also delish devoured greedily 

straight from the can in a Celeb Square, spearing each morsel on the 

smoothly cushioned rollerball of a Pilot Supergrip – but you didn’t 

hear it from us ;)

If all the Earth’s water were collected 
into a single drop, it would measure 

less than 1,400 km in diameter. 

Earth’s Water
(~1:700,000,000

scale representation)

TOTES WATTIES

The middle name of 
Michael J Fox is Andrew. 

Posters of angry 
eyes placed above 
bike racks cut the 
number of stolen 
bicycles down by 

62%.

is how old the consumer internet turned 
last week.

is the value of the infomercial industry.

Newspapers are so big (broadsheet) 
because the British Government began 

taxing newspapers by page count in 1712.

There are over 90 flavours of Fanta 
available worldwide but most of them 

are only available by region. 
Including... Internet Cherry, Mushroom, Bogle Apple, 

Birch Beer, Bitter Herbal, Aloe Vera Muscat, Armistice, 
Banana Fermented Milk, Williamson Fruit, 

Unflavoured, Tamerlane, Pappleberry, Guaraná.

20 years

US$150 billion
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My SuMMer in Corporate purgatory
By Callum FredriC

On Thursday, The Big law Firms will make OFFers OF summer inTernships TO sTudenTs 
aCrOss The COunTry. Callum FredriC gives The yOung Clerks-TO-Be an unglamOurised 

aCCOunT OF whaT a summer in a TOp-FOur law Firm is aCTually like.

C ongratulations, aspiring 

summer clerks. On Thursday, 

you’ll find out which law firms 

are offering you the chance to 

spend summer in their 

prestigious marble-floored and copper-

sculptured offices. Over the past month you’ve 

been primed by propaganda pieces in various 

law publications, and plied with free drinks and 

lavish canapés at meet-the-firm functions. The 

world of corporate law seems glamorous and 

action-packed. Work hard, party hard. Litigate 

by day, live large by night.

But insincerity is infused into each and every 

word of the average “My Summer at McTavish 

Sweeney” puff piece. The coerced authors dare 

not write a single negative word in their fawning 

advertorials, lest the hellfire of the HR department 

descendeth upon them. You’d be more  

likely to find a critical review of a lucrative  

holiday destination in Air New Zealand’s 

Kia Ora magazine.

At the end of my clerkship, I was asked to write 

a glowing testimonial, and dutifully unleashed 

my inner sellout. A sample: “I enjoyed my time 

in the Banking & Finance team. My work included 

finding cases to support a client’s position, 

drafting documents to be filed in court or served 

on a defendant, and sitting in on several High 

Court hearings.” Seems legit.

As well as the obligatory “I thought it was just 

going to be photocopying, but I ended up suing 

Bill Gates in my first week!” drivel, you may also 

have heard dire warnings from friends who 

clerked last summer and hated the ultra-

competitive, hierarchical nature of the corporate 

law world. Fair enough, but my experience was 

neither a Road to Damascus District Court nor 

actively unpleasant – just surreal and soul-

crushingly boring. What follows is a real account 

of summer clerking, without embellishment 

either positive or negative.

Paving the Road  
to Purgatory

I studied law to avoid becoming yet another 

English/Politics/History grad with no career 

prospects – I figured law would be a decent 

career if nothing else took my fancy during my 

time at uni. Shortly after the start of third year, 

I decided I wanted to work at a top law firm. I 

wanted the prestige, the security, the respect. 

Mostly, I wanted the money. I wanted to travel 

in luxury, drink only the finest craft beer, and 

hire expensive specialists to indulge fleeting 

impulses to learn arts or skills. 

Several people tried to warn me off with variants 

on the term “YOLO,” telling me there’s more to 

life than money, and imploring me not to waste 

my talent by selling it mercenary-style to the 

highest bidder. I listened, but forged ahead with 

my plan.

Unlike a lot of law students, I was under no 

illusions about a corporate law job being fun, 

rewarding or fulfilling – it was a job to get cash 

money. It’s not Boston Legal, it’s not Suits, and 

the “intellectual side” of the law does not feature 

heavily in proof-reading contracts for misplaced 

apostrophes or getting folders spiral-bound for 

the company archives. I was well aware that the 

culture would be hierarchical and distinctly 

corporate, and it didn’t bother me.

Nor did I delude myself that I would “just do two 

to three years to get some experience, then go 

work at the UN or Save the Children.” That is not 

a thing. No one does that. Anyone who claims 

otherwise, even if they stoke the fires of their 

unrealistic daydream with occasional attendance 

at “Law For Change” lectures, is delusional.

I was quite happy to spend my career 

bankrupting widows, helping multinationals 

avoid tax, and finding loopholes allowing 

nuclear waste to be dumped in the ocean –  

or whatever corporate law firms do for 

their money.

Overall, I felt infinitely more prepared than my 

less cynical colleagues for the underwhelming 

reality of life as a summer clerk. With such 

bluntly “managed” expectations, I surely would 

not be in line for crushing disappointment or 

soul-searching. I would simply do the job, get 

paid, and enjoy my downtime.

Summer in purgatory

My summer in corporate purgatory began in 

mid-November, 2012. On our third day, we were 

informed that, in an unprecedented clerk-culling, 

anywhere between 5-50% of us would not be 

offered grad jobs at the end of the summer. This 

put an immediate damper on the carefree 

summer experience. In the previous summer, 

the only clerks who didn’t get offers were 

legendary figures like the Wagyu Steak Guy, as 

well as the Date Rape Duo, two young men who 

claimed they had been roofied and date-raped 

as an excuse for being late for a Friday morning 

meeting, and Scuba Gear Guy, who spent his 

$1000 clothing allowance on scuba gear.

The five weeks of my clerkship before Christmas 

were occasionally tolerable. My team was 

genuinely pleasant. Learning about the sequence 

of documents required to bankrupt useless 

debtors was moderately interesting, and, as 

described in a rare truthful sentence in my 

summer clerk writeup, “After helping with a day 

of urgent work on an application to the High 

Court, it was satisfying to get forwarded a copy 

of the judgment in our favour a few days later.” 

It totes was.
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Sadly, these moments were to be 

few and far between. During our 

first week, we were taught the 

ancient art of “court-copying” 

– photocopying judgments from 

law reports in a way that conformed to the 

standards of anal-retentive judges. If, due to the 

vagaries of the photocopier settings or the 

formatting of a particular publication, some stray 

black smudges were to appear, the summer 

clerk’s job was to cover these smudges with 

Wite-Out and photocopy the case once more. 

The fact that this task, which comprised a not 

insignificant portion of the summer clerk 

experience, could have been performed by a 

Western hoolock gibbon with rudimentary 

training put the relevance of our law degrees 

into sharp perspective.

Interaction with the exalted Partners of the firm 

was practically non-existent, despite previous 

summer clerks’ advertorials swearing everyone 

sat down together every morning with a freshly-

toasted bagel to chat and discuss career goals. 

Of the three partners in my first team, only  

one would have been able to name the  

summer clerks on his floor. This is not a criticism 

of the partners, who are busy, but merely a 

reality check.

An unlikely highlight was the thrice-daily stroll 

to the Auckland High Court to hand-deliver an 

endless stream of inconsequential documents 

along with cheques for negligible filing fees. 

Although it was swelteringly hot on a summer’s 

day in a suit, I enjoyed these brief escapes, and 

took the opportunity to play relaxing music on 

my iPhone before returning to the drudgery of 

the office.

My summer reached its nadir when I was sent 

on a journey to the in-house printing company 

to downgrade a single capital R to its lower-case 

incarnation. As the lift descended, I pondered 

my life choices.

A summer sans sincerity

The best thing about the five weeks before 

Christmas was that the summer clerks were 

invited to the various end-of-year parties 

occurring at the time. The parties were genuinely 

fun, and we were provided with hundreds of 

dollars’ worth of free food and alcohol each time. 

But after a requisite number of drinks, the 

carefully constructed façade of happiness 

maintained by senior employees would come 

crashing down, unleashing a torrential 

outpouring of their latent despair. One guy 

wanted to be a musician, one a journalist, and 

another a social justice crusader. Many of them 

were deeply, desperately unhappy – longing for 

a more fulfilling career, yet locked into a never-

ending cycle of incentives to stay at the firm.

“Just until I finish my Profs exams and get 

admitted to the bar” transitioned into “two years 

is great for the CV,” which in turn became “three 

years and I become an Associate, then I can do 

a placement with a London law firm.” Few of 

them will ever snap out of the schedule of 

reinforcement and leave.

The firm had an overwhelming atmosphere of 

complete insincerity and forced, relentless 

positivity. You’ve read the “summer clerk 

experiences” published in the unctuous pseudo-

magazines run by law students’ associations. 

The authors have little choice but to toe the line 

and say what they’re meant to say, like a hostage 

converting to Islam with a gun to his head. If not, 

they’re fired. Now imagine that for every single 

conversation at the firm. An offhand remark 

professing only 98% certainty 

that law was your true calling 

would be swiftly picked up on by 

t h e  e ve r - v i g i l a n t  H R 

department.

If anyone from within the firm asked you how 

things were going, you had to summon up the 

energy for a smiling monologue about your 

passion for whatever menial task you were 

currently completing. Insincerity is actually quite 

exhausting when done multiple times per day, 

but given that your performance and attitude 

were assessed by your whole team, you couldn’t 

ever afford to dial it back with a B-side spiel, 

even when talking to a recent graduate.

It was a truly surreal environment – with each 

clerk facing five or so polite queries per day, 

thousands of standard-form positivity 

proclamations rang out through the firm’s 

corridors throughout the summer: “Oh yeah, it’s 

great. Everyone is so welcoming, and the work 

is really stimulating. And I’ve only been in the 

team two weeks, but I can already tell Paul’s a 

real character, haha.”

The insincerity wasn’t limited to interactions 

between clerks and permanent staff. Clerk-to-

clerk conversations should have provided a 

much-needed hit of conversation that wasn’t 

processed through the rosy filter of forced 

exuberance. But whenever five or more clerks 

were gathered in one place, the conversation 

inevitably degenerated into a vapid faux-fest. 

“Nor did I delude myself that I would 
‘just do two to three years to get some 
experience, then go work at the UN or 
Save the Children.’ That is not a thing.  
No one does that.”

“Many of them were 
deeply, desperately 
unhappy – longing for a 
more fulfilling career, yet 
locked into a never-ending 
cycle of incentives  
to stay at the firm.” 
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Clerks from different teams competed to feign 

familiarity with their partners, talking at length 

about their superiors’ minor personality quirks 

(like running on the treadmill every lunchtime 

while reading a magazine), and why their team 

was totes wacky because they had a competition 

every morning to see who could make the 

loudest animal noise. Such antics.

A summer of soul-selling 
and spin

“My time with the Commercial team involved 

a lot of fine-tuning of contracts, writing briefs 

on companies who were potential clients of 

the firm, and summarising new legislation to 

keep the team up to date. I also drafted letters  

to  cl ients  provid i ng  them  with  

advice on specific topics such as  

employee share schemes and their  

obligations under financial service 

providers legislation.”

- Callum Fredric, Summer Clerk 2012/13.

I’m proud of that paragraph. Ned Flanders would 

have struggled to put a positive spin on my time 

in the Commercial team, but I transformed a 

series of unbelievably mundane tasks into 

fascinating first forays into the wonderful world 

of law. It’s a travesty that my Meisterwerk of 

hyperbole wasn’t chosen to be featured on my 

firm’s grad recruitment website. Here’s the 

translated version:

- “Fine-tuning of contracts” = Making minor 

grammatical edits to Word files based on the red 

pen markings of higher-ups.

- “Writing briefs on companies who were 

potential clients of the firm” = Making a list of 

an international glass manufacturer’s hydra-like 

set of subsidiaries, in case any were relevant. 

None of them were.

- “Summarising new legislation” = Printing 

off and paraphrasing the multiple summaries 

that senior lawyers in other large firms had  

already written.

- “Drafted letters to clients providing them with 

advice on specific topics” = Paraphrased from 

the firm’s comprehensive pre-existing memos 

on the relevant topics. If we just forwarded the 

client the memos directly, we couldn’t bill them 

for several hours of work.

But in the game of spin, I can’t possibly compete 

with the magnum opus produced by a 2011/12 

summer clerk at Dunedin’s largest law firm, 

Anderson Lloyd:

“The best thing about spending a summer 

at Anderson Lloyd is experiencing the unique 

feel of a premier law firm which has a 

nationally significant profile at the same time 

as retaining the feel of a boutique firm. So I 

not only got to work on a range of interesting 

and significant projects, but was also treated 

like a respected and integral part of the team.”

Jonathan, I salute you.

A summer sanctification

I went through corporate purgatory and emerged 

a better man. After just a few weeks, I felt a 

refreshing career clarity that had previously 

been shrouded in a cloud of misplaced priorities. 

I went into the job expecting soul-destroying 

boredom, but thought I could live with that if 

the price was right. I thought wrong. I would 

rather be a starving artist or join the army than 

work in a corporate law firm. It is truly mind-

numbing work.

That said, I would recommend a summer in 

corporate purgatory to anyone. It helps you focus 

on what you really want out of life, and prevents 

any feelings of “what if?” down the line. Try it 

once just to confirm that it’s not for you, like 

peanuts for those who are allergic. Aren’t you 

curious about what they taste like?

By writing this article, I am spraying Lynx Africa 

on the bridges leading to any future corporate 

law career and setting it ablaze. I’ve chosen life.

It’s not that my firm was any better or worse 

than other firms – in fact, most of the people 

there were actually great on a personal level. 

The problem lies in the very DNA of the corporate 

law firm.

Here’s the reality of big corporate law firms as I 

see it: none of the lawyers are passionate about 

what they do, despite the many disingenuous 

declarations to the contrary. It is simply not 

possible to feel inspired by patent applications, 

franchise agreements, and interest-rate swaps. 

But perhaps if you pretend to give a fuck every 

day for 20 years, you start to believe your own 

hype.

Strutting around in a suit is enjoyable, there’s 

no denying it. So is working in an ultra-modern 

skyscraper. When you’re eating a free catered 

lunch while listening to a presentation, you feel 

like you’re an important individual doing 

important stuff. But the reality is, you’re not. 

You’re wasting your twenties working as a 

glorified office assistant. And you can’t Wite-Out 

the displeasing black smudge that is the truth.

“I went into the 
job expecting  

soul-destroying 
boredom, but 

thought I could 
live with that if 
the price was 

right. I thought 
wrong.” 
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t last! It is time – the Great 

Annual Critic Pub Crawl has 

arrived. Last weekend, the 

Critic staff set off on a magical 

journey to ruthlessly assess 

the bars and watering holes of Dunedin, while 

welcoming Critic’s four news interns of 2013 – 

Josie Cochrane, Jamie Breen, Jack Montgomerie, 

and Thomas Raethel. Initially, the editorial staff 

dreamed of themed reports from the interns: the 

Brine Report with Jamie Breen (in which, Homer 

Simpson-like, Breen spends the night imbibing 

brine), the Grapes of Raeth with Thomas Raethel 

(in which Dunedin’s nightspots cower before 

the wrath of this Knox fresher’s LAWS101-

honed poison pen), Jack and Coke with Jack 

Montgomerie (in which Jack drinks only Jack 

and Coke), and Joed Out with Josie Cochrane 

(in which Josie passes out in each bathroom 

to assess the amenities). Sadly, all these lofty 

conceptual reports save the Grapes of Raeth 

were abandoned in the haze of intoxication. 

Happily, Critic has asked around, and it turns 

out the Editor’s uncle keeps a well-stocked 

brine cabinet. Be afraid, Breen. Be very afraid.

As the interns, it’s our job to write up the pub 

review for 2013. We agonised over whether to 

A) write it on the night of the crawl at 4am, or 

B) leave it until the next day and get some nap 

time. Tiredness set in and we went with option 

B, so please bear with us for the next few pages 

as we hungoverly tell the tale of Critic’s piss-up. 

The Critic crew started off the night with pre-

drinks at the Critic office. 12 litres of Emerson’s 

and three litres of wine later, we were all on 

pretty good form and ready to proceed to the first 

destination – the Captain Cook Tavern. 

By  JOSI e  COC H ra n e , Ja M I e  B re e n ,  
JaC K  MOntGOM e rI e ,  a n D  t HOMaS  ra e t H e l

P U B  C R A W L
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T raditionally, the first stop on a 

Scarfie night out is the Cook. Despite 

the low rating, we genuinely hope 

rumours of this being the Cook’s last 

year aren’t true. A scummy sidewalk out front 

leads into the spacious bar area, where an 

undiscerning crowd awaits jugs of the infamous 

Cook Draught. Not keen on a jug? The Cook has 

some of the cheapest drinks deals in town.

Arriving earlier in the night meant no drunken 

freshers, crying girls, or sticky floors. Instead, 

there were a few students enjoying the $4 Cook 

burger meals. But as time went by, in flowed the 

youth, squealing at the glorious music and 

tripping over themselves and the scuffed-up 

dance floor. When these girls stumbled off to the 

bathroom for selfies, they would have found no 

lights, no toilet paper, no toilet seats, no cubicle 

locks, and no soap. Pissing in the bushes would 

be a better option. 

Though defined by its freshers, feral toilets, and 

Top 40 tunes, the Cook is a great place to start 

the night off: great staff, cheap food, cheap beer, 

and a sneaky pool game are all on the menu.

Critic’s walk to our next stop, Monkey Bar, 

involved some intellectual discussion of the 

age-old question: “If you were alone on a desert 

island with a 65-year-old of the opposite sex 

(or same, if you’re that way inclined), would you 

go there?” The answer among the interns was 

a resounding “yes.”

W e all love to hate it. What 

with the sex pit and the 

excessive amount of horny, 

drunk, and lonely students 

striving to take a conquest home with them, who 

doesn’t wish this ex-church were open seven 

days? Luckily for Critic, we were spared the 

Monkey horror by not even getting in. The 

bouncers at Monkey are not your friends. They 

relish kicking out the innocent, asking hopefuls 

difficult questions like “How much have you had 

to drink?” and “How are you tonight?”

Critic arrived at a completely empty Monkey and 

attempted to enter, only to be told by the bouncer 

that we should “line up behind the rope.” 

Callum’s response was, “Are you kidding me?” 

The bouncer growled, “You line up behind the 

rope or you don’t get in.” Callum calmly inquired 

as to whether the bouncer obtained satisfaction 

from exercising every speck of power afforded 

him by his minimum-wage job. The bouncer: “I 

probably earn more than you, I’m a full-time 

plumber.” Another Critic staff member joyfully 

chimed in, comparing the hapless doorman to 

“the poor man’s Super Mario.” We silently 

exchanged glances and reflected that, as unpaid 

news interns, we earned less than not only 

Callum and the bouncer, but also stay-at-home 

mums who make a few dollars a week selling 

reusable nappies on TradeMe.

Still, this church-cum-nightclub does have some 

fun ledges and multiple levels to dance on, even 

if said ledges are actually just an escape from 

the greasy grinders you are guaranteed to 

A 
new experience for most of us, this 

karaoke bar got the Critic crew 

belting out their best tunes. The 

real masterpieces we heard were 

Carly Rae ft. Critic Editor singing “Call Me Maybe,” 

the feature writers busting out “Complicated” 

by Avril Lavigne, and the rest of the strange crew 

telling us how they were “Born This Way.”

The interns got a taste of sake here, where a 

bottle is $12 and enough for five people to get a 

shot each. The sake received mixed reviews, two 

of Critic’s staff members describing the taste as 

“used dishwater with hints of rancid spag bol.” 

The Vivace staff are friendly enough, but they 

also give the place a bit of a mum‘n’dad catering 

style. It’s their house, their rules – no drink, no 

song. 

It got a little awkward toward the end when Critic 

illustrator Dan was discovered skulking in the 

corner with a different group of friends (life 

outside the office? How dare he!). Before long, 

eight of us were waiting in line ready to leave 

for the next bar, but the karaoke addicts decided 

they wanted the Real Slim Shady to please stand 

up and our poor ears had to withstand another 

five minutes of slurred, 50 Cent-esque rapping. 

Captain Cook Monkey

Vivace

encounter (male and female!). Even if you’re too 

drunk to move, the Monkey décor is entertaining 

– gaze at the stained-glass windows or admire 

the beer-stained floors.

“Though defined by its 
freshers, feral toilets, and 
Top 40 tunes, the Cook is a 
great place to start the 
night off.”

P U B  C R A W L
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D espite its unfortunate location, 

just  above Diamond Lounge, 

Rumours was one of the night’s 

favourite stops. Taylor Swift and 

Cheryl Cole take over the speakers as you walk 

up the stairs, while fur-lined bathroom walls 

make for the flashiest bar toilets in town. 

However, the lack of any toilet roll in the 

bathroom did leave us questioning what had 

been absorbed by those fur-lined toilet walls.

Here our fourth intern, Thomas, joined us. He 

was late due to the Knox ball being on the same 

night, and it is safe to say he was smashed. One 

of the other interns, Jack, also found a dance 

buddy here who proceeded to smash a glass on 

the dance floor. Although quiet during our visit, 

we feel this place has the potential to get crazy. 

It’s another bar with an exciting light-up floor, 

and the barman takes all music requests.

A lbar is Dunedin’s top Scottish bar, 

even beating out Robbie Burns. 

Enjoy a pre-Octy pint here from 

their impressive range of NZ and 

imported tap beers. New intern Josie was 

serenaded by a 40-year-old Irish man, Barry. 

When he asked for her number, she promptly 

replied “No, that’s a terrible idea.” Unfortunately, 

however, she invited him to join us at the Critic 

table, for which she received many abusive 

comments and “evil eyes.” Barry also delighted 

us with slurry stories about how he and his friend 

“moaning Thomas” demolish houses in the 

Christchurch Red Zone, but wouldn’t take up 

citizenship because the Queen gives medals to 

terrorists. Unfortunately last orders were called 

before he could continue this fascinating story.

A n excellent spot to both begin  

and end your night, IBs, as it  

is affectionately known, has a 

beautifully warm atmosphere, 

great cocktails, and fabulous bar staff. Even when 

it is really busy, you can still hear yourself and 

others speak, and the outdoor area has an 

awesome vibe. If you’re after a place to drink 

without doing the awkward-swaying-on-the-

dance-floor-while-attempting-conversation 

thing, this is the place to go. Try the mojitos – 

they are delicious.

The music here was questionable for  

the atmosphere, but we all love a bit of “Gold 

Digger” and “Drop It Like It’s Hot” in front of 

the fireplace. Maybe? 

F ever has its fans and followers. 

With old-school music, a pretty dance 

floor, cougar availability, and an 

opportunity to show off our pole 

dancing skills, Fever was a must-do on the Critic 

pub crawl. The music is a combination of classic 

70s and 80s disco, mixed in with the odd Robbie 

Williams or S Club 7 hit. Groove the night away 

with cheap and delicious shakers that come in 

every colour of the rainbow, including brown. 

Even after twelve shakers, the Critic crew still 

hadn’t run out of things to toast to. 

Fever time came to an end when “Time Warp” 

welcomed an influx of obese middle-aged 

women to the dancefloor – a common danger 

of the Fever experience.

Fever Club

Rumours

AlbarInnocent 
Bystanders

“Albar is Dunedin’s top Scottish 
bar, even beating out Robbie 
Burns. Enjoy a pre-Octy pint here 
from their impressive range of  
NZ and imported tap beers.”

P U B  C R A W L

Fever
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10 Bar
 
Gets packed after the other bars start to close 

at three, so get there a bit earlier to avoid the 

insane queues and maybe even get a shot on 

the DJ’s stage before the freshers try to cram 

in and pretend they’re enjoying grinding in 

each other’s sweat

The Break
You either love it or hate it. It’s another bar 

with fun walls, has its own photo booth, and 

is the only bar that gets a smiley face for toilet 

standards. Decent-priced drinks, fun staff, and 

a great mix of music when Jake (at the Break!) 

is the DJ. This is often a top spot to end the night 

when it’s a really late one – they don’t close 

until 6am.

The Baa 
Nestled in the sordid depths of North Dunedin, 

the Baa does a good job of providing 

entertainment through the week, with Tuesday 

quiz nights a hot ticket. On your average night 

out, it’s a bit inconvenient if you’re not living 

near fatty lane, but …

P retty  average  mu sic ,  a nd 

unfortunately the DJ wasn’t open to 

requests, but Pop has a unique vibe. 

The night we went was quiet, but get 

here late on a Saturday and you can barely move. 

If you’re a smoker, it has a sneaky outdoor 

smoking area full of dodgy-looking people with 

great yarns.

The shakers here were delicious, and everybody 

thoroughly enjoyed them until we started on the 

pineapple flavour – it turns out one of the news 

interns, Jamie, is allergic to pineapple. Luckily 

the juice contains about two per cent actual 

pineapple, but even the smashed Critic lot got a 

bit concerned when she commented that her 

lips felt like they were on fire. Note to Editor: 

check on allergies for next year’s lot.

The toilets here were reminiscent of a low-rent 

ocean liner. With shared boy/girl toilets, the 

manoeuvring required for a guy in a cubicle this 

size explained why the girls have to expend 

significant energy to avoid standing in the pool 

of urine that didn’t quite make it to the toilet. 

We know we missed some favourite stops on 

this crawl, but the night is only so long and the 

ones we missed were the fairly predictable 

venues. However, we thought we’d still give you 

a quick review on a few more:

Pop

“Pretty average music, and 
unfortunately the DJ wasn’t open to 
requests, but Pop has a unique vibe.”

Glitter Grrl, our Lez Feminables columnist, met 

a guy who claimed to be able to do every accent 

in the world. It’s debatable whether he actually 

could – the more intoxicated Critic crew thought 

he was a genius, while the slightly sober ones 

thought he just had the ability to slur in different 

tones – either way, both are fun party tricks.

None of us remember what music was played 

here, due to the distraction of the old Irish men 

singing, but it’s an atmospheric spot where 

you’re sure to get some unusual conversation. 

After a very successful pub crawl, good bonding 

time for the Critic crew, and too many drinks, 

the interns’ night ended at Pop Bar.

THE GRAPES 
OF RAETH 

W It H  t HOMaS  ra e t H e l

“A s the solitary fresher on 

the pub crawl, I can offer 

a unique but hazy 

recollection of the night. 

After overindulging on whisky at the Knox 

Ball, I left early in order to secure more than 

just a footnote in this article. Larnach Castle 

looks very pretty on Google Images right 

now, but was predictably underwhelming 

in pitch blackness. After chucking back a 

few glasses of chardy, I proceeded to dance. 

I’m no Fred Astaire when I’m sober, and 

unfortunately it appears that inebriation 

transforms me into a drunken father at his 

daughter’s 21st. 

“As my Kinsey Scale 
rating skyrockets under 
the influence, a gay bar 
called Rumours was not a 
wise first destination by  
any means.”

“After consuming mini samosas and 

delicious haggis from the catering table, my 

work was done, so I jumped on the first bus 

back. After arriving in town and stumbling 

across my colleagues, my memories have 

combined into a single amorphous mass. 

Hopefully one day the other interns can fill 

in the gaps for me. As my Kinsey Scale 

rating skyrockets under the influence, a gay 

bar called Rumours was not a wise first 

destination by any means. A blur of 

mediocre but satisfactory bars followed, 

and thankfully, the night ended on a leather 

couch in Jack’s flat (a walk through the 

gardens to Knox was not an attractive 

proposition at the time).

“Waking up surrounded by strangers can 

be very alarming, but Jack’s flatmates were 

very nice and gave me a much-needed cup 

of black coffee. I proceeded on my arduous 

walk of shame back to Knox, with obscure 

details of the night torturing me as I 

stumbled down George Street.”

P U B  C R A W L
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By Maddy PhilliPPs

T
H E  S E v E N  K I N G D O M S  O F  D U N D E RO S  A N D  T H E  F R E E  C I T I E S  O F  TA E R I O S 
A R E  L A N D S  O F  SA D I S T I C  M E D I O C R I T y .  W H E N  yO U  P L Ay  T H E  G A M E  O F 
FAC U LT I E S ,  yO U  N E I T H E R  W I N  N O R  D I E :  I N  T H E  E N D , T H E R E  I S  O N Ly  T H E 
SW I F T  A BA N D O N M E N T  O F  CO N v E N I E N T  T U TO R I A L - BA S E D  F R I E N D S H I P S  A N D 
D I S M A L  R E M U N E R AT I O N . 

A Game of Faculties

school of business 
Qarth school of Business  

T
h e  Qa rth  S c h o o l  o f  B u s i n e s s 

c l a i m s  t h a t  g re a t  r i c h e s  l i e 

within the massive locked vault 

beneath the Commerce Building.  In fact, 

the vault  i s  em pty  save  for  th e  death 

rattle s  of  1 0 , 0 0 0  creati vely  fu lfi l l i n g , 

morally sound careers.  Qarth is  home to 

t h e  n e fa ri o u s  Wa rl o c k s  o f  F i n a n c e , 

whose l ips are turned blue from a potion 

called “the shade of  the evening,”  and 

the Sorrowful  Accountants,  a  gui ld  of 

fiscal  assassins named so for whispering 

“I  am so sorry” before bankrupting their 

v i c t i m s .  T h e  Q a r t h e e n  W o m e n  o f 

Ma rketing wear gown s th at  leave  on e 

breast bare.

Geography, Geology, Tourism 
The Red Waste
 

T
he Red Waste is  a great desert-

l ike area.  Little is  known about 

it ,  since its alumni almost never 

later appear as functional  members of 

tax - p ay i n g  so c i e ty .  T h e  o n ly  kn ow n 

settlements in the region – Geography, 

Geology,  and Tourism – are in  ruins.

design 
The ruins of Valyria 

M
any summers ago,  before the Doom, the great Design 

City of  Valyria ruled over all  of  Dunderos.  Now, the 

ruins of the City are described as “demon-haunted.” 

Even the most intrepid souls dare not venture too near . 

surveying 
house Targaryen of surveying

T
his once-great House was forced to flee over the Narrow 

Sea of  Leith after  the Mad Dean was brutally  slain by 

Nigel  “Kingslayer” Jamieson.  Now banished to the Free 

Cities of  Cumberland Street,  i ts  two surviving students suggest 

that it  may yet rise again.

West

G O F
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A Game of Faculties

law 
house lannister of law  

T
he law firm recruitment wineries and cheeseries located on its lands make House 

Lannister of Law the richest House in Dunderos,  though contrary to popular opinion, 

Lannisters do not always pay their  debts ( just  cast an eye over the House’s budget 

for  the last  couple of  years) .  The House is  highly  incestuous – not  only  are the SOULS 

executive selected on the basis of  their  success at  wooing their  older sibl ings at  Minter 

Ell ison Rudd Watts cocktai l  evenings,  but all  intra-House conversations ultimately serve as  

mutual  masturbation.

Pols 
house Baratheon of Politics 

h
ouse Baratheon of Politics believes itself  to 

be a  great  Ho use of  both high enrolment 

ra te s  a n d  i n te l lec tu a l  p re sti g e .  I n  tru th , 

almost all  “Baratheons” are Lannisters of Law donning 

their  “Liberal  Arts Student” hats,  which inevitably fai l 

to hide the telltale blondness of  their  hair .

Phys Ed 
hOdOR
 

h
ODOR.

Med 
house stark of Medicine
 

h
onourable but dour,  the Starks 

o f  M e d i c i n e  a r e  w o n t  t o 

frequently opine the bleak words 

of  their  House:  “Cancer Is  Coming.”  They 

say it  grows so cold on Cumberland Street 

in  winter that a man’s laughter freezes in 

h i s  t h ro a t  a n d  c h o ke s  h i m  to  d ea t h  – 

u n ce rta i n ty  a b o u t  w h e th e r  th e i r  fe l low 

students can perform basic CPR is perhaps 

w hy  t h e  S t a r k s  o f  M e d i c i n e  h ave  s o  

l i ttle humour.

College of Education 
house Greyjoy of Education 

h
ouse Greyjoy of  Education rules 

over the cold,  damp, and windy 

Iron Islands of Union Street East. 

I t  commands a universal  lack of  respect. 

T h e  wo rd s  o f  t h e  H o u s e  a re  “ W e  D o 

Not Sow.” 

south dunedinites  
and Mosgielites 
Wildlings
 

l
ed by Murray Kirkness,  ODT editor 

a n d  K i n g - B eyo n d - t h e - Wa l l ,  t h e 

b ru ta l  a n d  a n a rch i c  Free  Fo lk  a re 

widely feared and revi led by the civi l ised 

denizens of  Dunderos,  who refer to them 

as “wildl ings.”

East

G o F
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University of otago stUdent Carys goodwin is on exChange  
at Boston College. in trUe otago style, she was engaging in some  
mid-afternoon drinking when she heard aBoUt the BomBings jUst 

five miles away. she gives a first-hand aCCoUnt of the aftermath.

it was my mum who first informed 
me about the Boston bombings. At 

first her vague but frantic text had 

me confused, as I wasn’t sure my 

day-drinking habits warranted 

quite that much concern; but after 

loudly asking the people around me what 

had happened, it came to light that “oh 

there was an explosion at the finish line.” 

The flippancy with which it was said 

meant that most continued knocking back 

their afternoon PBRs, and after a few 

minutes there was an intense frisbee 

game being played outside to the croaky 

wailing of Adele. 

Not being one for extreme sports, I took 

to my iPhone and began to browse news 

headlines. For lack of a non-clichéd ex-

pression, my stomach dropped. At that 

stage, the New York Post was falsely re-

porting that 12 people had died, and amid 

a flurry of Facebook messages from people 

checking I was still alive I expressed to 

my friends something along the lines of 

“shit guys, this is real serious.”

We halted. The music cut off, as the owner 

of the phone struggled to get through to 

his dad in Australia; a girl nearby burst 

into tears; and I texted everyone I knew 

with friends or family nearby. It’s often 

pointed out that people of our generation 

can be with a group of people and still be 

glued to their phones – but in a crisis, it is 

invaluable to be able to contact everyone in-

stantly. I can’t imagine the fear of those who 

couldn’t get through to their loved ones due to 

network difficulties.

The party died fairly quickly, and I joined one of 

the last groups to wander through the eerily 

empty school before it was put on lockdown. 

Shivering from a combination of fear, sudden 

sobriety, and cold, we took refuge in a hall of 

residence and crammed too many people around 

the TV. It was the first footage I’d seen, and it 

was shocking; I had walked past the Walgreens 

from one of the most widely-shared videos just 

two days prior, happily examining a free hum-

mus sample and thinking about where I could 

buy a new pair of jandals for the summer. That 

sort of familiarity is not something I’ve experi-

enced in a crisis, and it’s not comfortable. 

We couldn’t watch the news for long, as I think 

we all felt an urge to be safe in our flats, so we 

left, taking the least crowded way home. 

Although I knew my flatmates were safe, it was 

still a relief to see them in their normal places, 

the Boston marathon

an otago exChange stUdent’s aCCoUnt
By Carys Goodwin

B O S T O N

Image: A post-Watertown celebration
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all with that dizzying not-quite-drunk-but-

can’t-be-sober demeanour as we discussed the 

events. Obama came on at 6:10pm, and while 

the authorities clearly had no idea what had 

happened, I liked knowing that the White House 

was thinking about us. 

The evening was spent reading the news, 

Facebook, Twitter, and any form of social media 

that would provide something fresh for me to 

absorb. It wasn’t the end to the day I’d expected, 

but my flatmates quietly decided that even 

though it ended in tragedy, “this was the best 

Marathon Monday ever.” Through wide eyes and 

constant checking of our closed road, we gave 

each other a run-down of the day’s antics, hav-

ing been split up after our third party. 

Boston College, you see, sits on the twenty-first 

mile, and Marathon Monday is the biggest drink-

ing event of the BC year. Taking place on Patriot 

Day, it’s a chance to excessively celebrate 

Freedom! with 9am shots of the world’s worst 

vodka in as many pieces of fluoro Nike apparel 

as you can acquire. It has the same anticipation 

as Hyde Street, and the same convergence of 

thousands of drunk students on one street. 

Imagine a Hydelanders after-party, then imag-

ine a bomb going off on George. It’s the closest 

comparison I can make, and I was lucky not to 

know anyone injured or affected strongly by the 

blasts. But there were rumours and stories, 

warnings and conspiracies, messages and 

emails. I knew people who knew people, and it 

was enough for the atmosphere to be tense and 

sombre. 

A few comments in particular stuck with me. 

There was the classmate of mine, who was scared 

for a friend she couldn’t get hold of, and told me, 

“it was really not real. I threw up a couple of times 

before we found out he was safe. Everything was 

like a movie. When he finally called, it was ‘I love 

you I love you I love you,’ but it wasn’t even relief, 

it was more like everything was so surreal still 

that it didn’t register until I saw him a couple of 

days later.” 

Then there was my flatmate, who when an 

aerial-view map appeared on the TV, pointed 

to a building and said mildly, “my mom works 

there.” And the Irish exchange student who ran 

the marathon and, if it weren’t for an old knee 

injury, would have been in the immediate 

vicinity. This is the second time I’ve really real-

ised the gravity of living in the strongest, most 

politically targeted country in the world; the first 

was when North Korea had a hissy fit. What it 

feels like is an almost ineffable sense of doom. 

It’s not quite strong enough to be fear, but more 

jarring than discomfort. It is not a feeling I’ve 

ever had back home. 

The response has been interesting. Of course, 

this being the USA, there is the inevitable horror 

of racist retaliation. The story of the Saudi student 

tackled to the ground in the immediate aftermath 

of the bomb; the worrying email sent to all BC 

exchange students expressing support for those 

feeling targeted. It was a relief to find that the 

suspects weren’t Middle Eastern extremists, 

because the backlash to the wider community 

would have been disgusting. 

However, there was an incredible amount of 

good to outweigh the bad. Boston College itself 

had a bit of limelight, as its church, St Ignatius, 

opened its arms in true Jesuit fashion to the 

runners diverted from the race. There was also 

a Facebook event planned called “The Last Five 

Miles,” during which people would walk from 

BC to the finish line. Unfortunately it was unable 

to take place, as there was concern the city would 

not be able to handle the 12,000 people who 

clicked attending. 

One initiative I particularly liked was in response 

to the Muslim backlash – a banner hanging in 

the quad saying “Don’t meet hurt with hate – 

love Islam.” BC has undoubtedly been a tower 

of strength, balancing appropriate urgency with 

an outpouring of support for those involved; a 

real sense of community that represents the 

student solidarity I know and love at Otago. 

The Watertown shootout, and the events that 

transpired, were almost a relief. To be fair, I was 

busy making my way to Coachella Music Festival 

in California (shameless boasting here), but I 

was glued to the Internet waiting for updates as 

we set up our tents. The sense of finality with 

the capture, and the lifting of another BC lock-

down, left students with such a reprieve from 

fear that there was a massive on-campus 

party. 

It’s those celebrations, and the huge number of 

Instagram #wearebc #bostonstrong pictures, 

that are what I wish I could end this story with. 

But I can’t, because the reports haven’t stopped. 

Despite the realisation that it’s often attention 

that leads psychopaths to go on killing sprees, 

the media is now turning its focus to the men 

behind the crimes. I’ve learnt more about them 

than I would ever wish to, heard more specula-

tion about their motives and drive than could 

possibly be necessary. The media has been 

flooded with anecdotes and pictures, with John 

Kerry speaking about the younger brother’s trip 

to Russia and a friend claiming “he was such a 

good person” on a Wednesday night-time news 

show.

It’s over, but I wish it would be let go. Remember 

Martin and the other dead; remember Carlos and 

the double amputee Jeff. Share the anecdotes 

and recoveries and experiences, and share the 

pictures of people as they start to smile again. 

But don’t remember the killers, and don’t share 

their stories. They don’t deserve it. 

marathon

“Boston College, yoU see, 
sits on the twenty-first mile, 
and marathon monday is 
the Biggest drinking event 
of the BC year... imagine a 
hydelanders after-party, 
then imagine a BomB going 
off on george.”

B O S T O N
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What do you see as the purpose of the 

Capping Show?

Caitlin: I guess it was originally to celebrate the 

graduation; it kind of still is, but it has moved 

away from that a bit. It brings a whole bunch of 

students together – all the students that are in 

the cast, not just theatre students. 

How often do you rehearse?

Abby: It starts off about three to four times a 

week and then it builds up to every single night.

Caitlin: Three hours a night for rehearsal, and 

the weekend probably 20 hours-ish.

What are some of the minority groups that the 

Capping Show will be offending this year?

Abby: The gays. Actually we are quite pro-gay. 

Jetstar, Margaret Thatcher. We have an Indian 

member of cast this year…

Caitlin: He has been typecast in a lot of roles. 

We never go out to offend, it just happens. And 

Suzanne Paul. 

How did you get the role as directors?

Caitlin: I was in the Capping Show from 2010, 

and co-directed it last year and I sort of just 

volunteered to do it again because I wanted to 

do it with Abby.

Abby: I started in 2011 and I was assistant director 

this year and moved up to director this year. It’s 

been really great working with Caitlin. We’re 

possibly the first two female co-directors.

What motivates you to keep being involved 

with the show?

Caitlin: You just get like 22 new friends each year. 

And everybody that is involved is without fail a 

fantastic group of people to spend every night 

with. It’s a pretty stressful time but it always pays 

off the moment you get the first laugh on opening 

night, it’s just like the best feeling in the world.

Abby: It’s where I’ve met all my friends. I’ve 

never really fitted in anywhere else, and I do this 

show with a bunch of weirdos who like Monty 

Python and The Office and stuff like me. So that’s 

why I keep coming.

What can viewers expect from this year’s show?

Caitlin: We were astounded by the quality of 

sketches this year, so they can prepare them-

selves for a slightly more cleverer show than 

normal. There are really a lot of great character 

sketches and people doing funny things on stage. 

Abby: Caitlin and I don’t like the pun groan 

sketches so you’ll find very few of them this year. 

Caitlin: Abby’s and my style of comedy differ in 

some ways from the typical Capping Show. We 

like to think that we are kind of being kinder to 

the audience by assuming they are smarter than 

people have assumed them to be in the past. 

How many people are involved in the show?

Abby: Including everything, the ballet, Sextet, 

I think it’s 120.

Caitlin: Our part of the show is 16 actors and six 

writers so that’s sort of who we are in charge of. 

And then there’s the crew like video, lighting …

How many people auditioned? What was the 

talent like in the auditions?

Abby: We had about 80 audition and we had 

to choose 16.

Caitlin: The auditions are really hard, they have 

to do a lot of improvising by themselves, it is 

really tough.

How do you see the future of the Capping Show?

Abby: I think every year it gets more and more 

professional in terms of standard of acting and 

writing and the people they have on board, like 

our props guy this year is an actual artist. The 

guy who is doing sound has written a manual 

on doing sound. Hopefully it’s going to get better 

and better. In the old days it used to sell out 

the Regent. Would be cool if it just expanded 

even more.

Caitlin: As well as getting more professional it’s 

getting more and more clever each year in terms 

of writing, there’s been more of a focus on how 

to write sketches so the quality of sketches has 

been improving. So hopefully that will continue 

to improve in future years.

abby Howells (left) and Caitlin Mcnaughton (right) are 
directing 2013’s Wizard of Oz-themed Capping Show, 
which kicks off this Wednesday. Bella Macdonald 

interviewed them during one of their nightly rehearsals.

C A P P I N G  S H O W
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www.facebook.com/IntergenGradRecruitment

Fortune favours the 
prepared minD

WHERE: UnIvERsIty of otaGo: Com 2.03, SChool of BuSineSS 
WHEn: TueSday 13Th of may, 6.00pm–8.00pm, pIzzas pRovIdEd!
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Dear Girls on the Piss Spider Silk and Runway Ilk

By  E L S I E  S TO N E By  E L S I E  J ACO B S O N

l et me tell you a story. Once upon a time at 4am, I was in McDonald’s 

for some late-night chicken nugs and I saw a girl pee her pants. I 

literally had lingering eye contact with this chick as urine ran down 

her leg, and then I helpfully pointed to the puddle at her feet and told her 

that she had pissed herself, in case she hadn’t noticed. And then I got my 

nuggets and walked home. 

Don’t get me wrong: I completely believe in a woman’s right to get totally 

Lindsay Lohan’ed and make bad decisions. But we all need to accept 

(myself included) that sometimes when girls get drunk, they become 

particularly annoying (think high-pitched shrieks and uncanny amounts 

of face-planting). We need to start making changes to ensure we don’t 

end our nights all alone in a puddle of pee.

Our first step towards dignity should be to ditch drinks of a questionable 

colour. We can’t keep drinking Raspberry Cruisers like they’re Diet Coke 

on a school night – everyone knows that respectable pissheads don’t need 

sugar to mask the taste of alcohol. Wine and spirits are much more re-

spectable and classy (class not guaranteed). Gin and tonics are a good 

gateway drink for those of you who need a couple of weekends to wean 

yourself off Archers.

That being said, alcohol is a depressant so please stay away from it if you’re 

feeling sad. Actually, just stay away full stop. Do not come out. When people 

are trying to party they don’t want to have to deal with some bitch sobbing 

in the corner. No one cares about your emotional crisis, they only care 

about singing along to R Kelly’s “Remix to Ignition.” If there’s a chance of 

getting weepy on the piss, do it like Bridget Jones: at home, in flannel 

pajamas, with Celine Dion and a bottle of vodka. 

As much as I shudder to see girls with their boobses hanging out, I don’t 

think it’s bad to bring out our inner slut every now and then. That’s fine. 

But please stop grinding on whatever you feel behind you on the dance 

floor. Creepy middle-aged men, and a million other things, are why this 

is a bad idea. But also, chances are that it’s not a dude at all, just some 

poor girl who just wants to make it to the bar without getting used as a 

stripper pole. 

We are at the stage in life where it’s pretty standard to end the evening 

hugging a toilet bowl. But the McDonald’s floor is not an acceptable sub-

stitute. Stay fabulous, bitches. 

oh man, I just walked into a spider-web! Gross! Or fashion?

While some runway fashion may look like the model just 

escaped from Shelob’s giant spider web, scientists are taking that 

idea a bit further. I’m sure you’ve heard that spider silk is way stronger 

than steel – the only reason you can break a spider’s web with ease is 

because the strands are so fine. It’s also more elastic than rubber, and can 

stay that strong and stretchy below -40°C! This shit is pretty much magic. 

And if you get silk from the Golden Orb Spider it is, in fact, golden! Seriously, 

Google “Spider Silk Cape.” Goddamn majestic.

Also, the silk is biodegradable, has antibacterial properties and your 

immune system doesn’t recognise it. See where I’m going with this? It 

could be invaluable in medical applications, as well as making bet-

ter-than-kevlar vests and glorious eco-friendly capes. And violin strings, 

because why not.

The problem is that it’s difficult to get a lot of spider silk out. Farming 

spiders, as it turns out, is not very successful: they eat each other, and 

don’t make much silk anyway. If only we had Spider-man. Scientists are 

working on ways to make spider silk without the spiders, but it’s a com-

plicated process. The spider makes a coiled mess of protein in the spinning 

gland, then passes it through a series of specific chemical conditions that 

make it into the silk we know and love. The sticky stuff is just a coating 

added as it comes out.

So far we have been able to make the basic unprocessed protein, but 

not a whole lot further. As soon as scientists figure out how to do that, 

spider silk will be everywhere. And spiders will finally get the recognition 

and adoration they deserve! Well, recognition at least …

Not weird enough for you? How about hagfish slime? Yeah, that’s as 

gross as it sounds. Hagfish are really ancient creatures that kind of look 

like eels. If something grabs onto them they release a shitload of snot-like 

slime then squirm out of its grasp. Turns out, this slime is made from a 

protein that forms threads – that can be woven into fabric! The protein is 

smaller and easier to work with than the stuff made by spiders, so bacteria 

can make it in huge quantities. This potential fabric is not only way more 

eco-friendly than current synthetic materials (made from petroleum), it’s 

stronger too. So fewer ladders in one’s tights, and Captain Planet will be 

happy too!

I don’t know about you, but I can’t wait to chuck on a hagfish-slime 

dress and spider-silk coat every morning! That’s science, bitches.

Science, Bitches! is written by members of the Science Community of 

Otago (SciCo).

C O L U M N S
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Modaks Espresso I Date Myself

By  M  & G By  G L I T T E R  G R R L

Smack-bang in the middle of George Street lies Modaks espresso, 

a Dunedin student institution. This alty two-roomed café has a 

seriously nostalgic feel with crochet blankets, retro kitsch decor, 

and vintage Atari arcade games. Modaks is a little slice of Wellington cool 

in our midst. Being a fan of Mexican/southern-style food, it is one of G’s 

favourite places to grab a bite.

M is an enormous fan of Modaks’ long blacks. These lords of the 

coffee-realm serve their LBs in awesome pastel mugs with a slice of lemon 

peel inside. The diffusion of lemon oil into the coffee makes for one of the 

most well-distinguished drinks in the Dunedin coffee scene.

Modaks is always pretty busy and is the perfect place to take your 

fussy eating friends as they have a wide range of vegan, gluten and 

dairy-free options.

For G, eating dairy is like downing a packet of Mentos and a bottle of 

diet coke (YouTube it), so being able to have one of their dairy-free smooth-

ies was glorious. These dietary options are well-advertised with their 

sharply redesigned menu. The new menu has some pretty “funky” ty-

pography that soothes the eye, although M and G couldn’t help but notice 

that their stag head logo kind of looks like an upside-down veiny scrotum?

The smoothies and milkshakes served in mason jars are in hot demand 

around town, with flavours including snifter and peanut butter. Modaks 

is also famous for their Cajun spiced fries, perfect to peck on while you 

discuss the weekend’s goss over a hungover brunch with the flatties.

When M and G recently visited, G was so hung over she was tempted 

to butt chug her short macchiato in order to get the caffeine in her system 

ASAP. The chorizo and Modaks beans were pretty effing good and did 

wonders curing her hangover.

Modaks is pretty good for slowing down the pace of your afternoon 

with a coffee and a chat. Their cabinet food is top notch with some amaze 

brownies and pinwheels, along with their vegetarian pizza slices on tap. 

The only negative point M and G really have to say about old Modaks is 

that when waiting in line one of the staff members gave their flatmate L 

a two-handed push out of the way. At least the whole situation was more 

alarmingly funny than it was offensive.

Everything about Modaks is a little edgy, a little alty, and a little sloppy. 

These things combined make it so quintessentially Modaks. The décor 

and the artwork all pave a trip down nostalgia lane. M and G have always 

held this place in high esteem and it almost tops their rating scales at 4.5 

coffee cups. Make sure to try their godly MF Doom! Brownie with a zesty 

LB next time you’re passing by.

i wish to attract all the hotties. I need to be an Alpha Male. How do 

I achieve this status?

I think that gorillas have alphas, or “silverbacks,” so let’s use our 

ape brethren as an example. In order to become a silverback, one must 

be old – old enough to have grey back hair. They make important decisions, 

and beat up young upstart wanna-be alphas. In human society, “alpha 

males” are often referred to colloquially as “douchebags.” Those who aren’t 

arrogant usually have great wealth and/or power. You don’t have to be 

like that to attract the hotties, though! You could be your funny, charming 

self (unless you aren’t funny or charming, but I think there are self-help 

books for this), or you could try to be more confident. Try intimidating 

those around you using stature, sarcasm, or wisdom. In conclusion: to be 

an alpha male you should be old, mean, and rich. A figure you could 

consider emulating is Mel Gibson. Do you really want to be an alpha?

How do I deal with all the material shit left behind after a breakup? Is it 

weird to keep it?

Oprah tells us that you should be comfortable in your home, and 

therefore rid it of everything containing bad memories. Although I like to 

retain some bad memories in order to fuel my fire, I recognise the logic in 

this. I suggest you keep any of the material goods you’re able to mentally 

disconnect from the relationship, and throw away/donate the rest. A friend 

of mine recently cleaned out his room, and although a massive teddy bear 

he’d been given had bad memories associated with it, it was a really good 

teddy bear. We decided to cut off its arm and use it for storage. You see, 

when you break up with someone part of moving on is being willing to 

create new memories; you can do this with possessions, too!

How do I save face after being rejected?

You have three options, as I see it: a) run, just run; b) scoff and “omg 

did you think I was being srs lolol”; or c) nod, smile, be understanding and 

un-hateable.

I have to be honest, I suspect that there isn’t “someone out there for 

everyone.” However, this doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have a look! “Getting 

to know” a wide range of people (staysafekids) can help you figure out 

what you want from your relationships, even non-romantic ones. Learn 

what you find attractive in yourself, create happy memories – date yourself 

– and the hottays will flock to you, you confident Alpha Human, you!

C O L U M N S
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6 May – 12 May Ten weeks of health and wisdom

By  J E S S I C A  B RO M E L L By  D R .  N I C K

this week, people everywhere disagree with each other. 

Results vary.

9 May, 1671: In an act of defiance against the English government, a guy 

called Thomas Blood dressed up as a clergyman and tried to steal the 

Crown Jewels. He’d already gotten into trouble for attempting to kidnap 

and assassinate a couple of people, but this didn’t deter him; he spent 

some time ingratiating himself with the jewel-keeper’s family and showed 

up one night to carry out his daring and nefarious plot. He and his accom-

plices subdued the jewel-keeper and proceeded with the theft: blood 

hammered a crown flat and hid it under his coat; one accomplice filed a 

sceptre in two and put it in his bag; and another put a jewelled orb down 

his trousers. They were caught soon after, but not before a few stones had 

become loose or missing, which might have been enough for someone of 

lesser ambition. Bizarrely, they were eventually pardoned by the King, 

and no one knows why.

6 May, 1889: The Eiffel Tower was officially opened to the public. It was 

originally built as the entrance arch for the 1889 World’s Fair, to the dis-

pleasure of lots of people who thought it was ugly. There was one important 

figure in the arts establishment who allegedly ate his lunch at the bottom 

of the Tower every day because that was the only place in Paris from which 

he could not see it. (The cliché that you can see it from almost any window 

in Paris, however, is not true given the size of the buildings these days.) 

The Tower was supposed to be dismantled in 1909, but proved to be useful 

for communications during World War I: there were transmitters fitted to 

it that jammed German signals and helped prevent the intended invasion, 

which is presumably one of the greater French military successes.

10 May, 1893: In what actually became a reasonably memorable case, the 

US Supreme Court ruled that the tomato was a vegetable. The whole thing 

started because there were customs regulations requiring that tax be paid 

on imported vegetables, but not fruit, so naturally some guys working at 

a port tried to claim back the duties they’d paid on tomatoes because 

they’re technically fruit. The Court essentially told them to lighten up, but 

only after lengthy arguments involving dictionaries, which one assumes 

were not unlike half of LAWS101 tutorials. It was eventually decided that 

the ordinary meaning should be used rather than the technical botanical 

one, so as not to confuse the general public who all thought tomatoes were 

vegetables anyway. There’s no word on what botanists thought about it.

h i everybody!

Being an old man with a prostate the size of a beachball, I find 

it difficult to celebrate birthdays. Once you pass 21 they’re just 

reminders of the inevitable march towards death upon which we are 

quickly forgotten, relegated to fleeting thoughts scattered through the 

years. But hey, its pretty neat that this is the tenth Dr Nick column!

Let’s be honest though, of the 4,500 words of health advice offered, 

roughly 0% will have filtered through because you’re fucking shit at taking 

health advice. This isn’t a “haha some readers are bad at this” sort of “you,” 

I mean you are shit. Dick.

To be fair, so am I. So is everybody. Don’t believe me? Raise your hand 

if you actually drink eight glasses of water a day. This isn’t a “haha, Dr 

Nick is joking to prove a point” sort of thing, I mean you should raise your 

hand right now. I don’t care if you’re in a rectal exam class and the lecturer 

just asked for a volunteer – if you actually drink eight glasses of water 

then raise your hand.

Now if you do see someone with their hand in the air, looking douchily 

chuffed for proving some people do follow good health advice, I want you 

to douchily tell them that Dr Nick is never wrong. Ever. There’s absolutely 

no point in drinking that much water a day: it has no proven benefit. That 

health advice has no medical background, yet it’s widely accepted in the 

community. As I said, we’re all shit at taking health advice … but often it’s 

not our fault.

The brain is a pretty awesome kilo and a half of fat, but it’s not perfect. 

We filter huge portions of information down to what we absolutely need 

to know. We quickly forget framing statements and information sources, 

only holding onto bits of the information that resonated with us. Suddenly 

we end up with all this bullshit information being accepted as true, with 

most never questioning it.

Often it’s pretty trivial (“is your personality left- or right-brained?”) 

but sometimes it crops up in more serious debates. Vague, citation-less 

statements used to “prove” a point are constantly thrown around in the 

debates about legalising drugs, gay marriage, abortion etc. 

My health advice is this: never trust “facts” you haven’t personally 

verified, particularly those that begin with “studies show …” I’m not saying 

systematically review the literature on everything you hear, but be aware 

if you haven’t actually read the studies you could be looking like a twat 

for acting under, or proclaiming, a falsehood. And studies show that’s bad.

C O L U M N S
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ODT Aims Cannans at Pheasant Journalism Dunedin Public Art Gallery

By  J E S S  CO L E By  P H O E B E  H A R RO P

it was all puns and 

pictures in the last week 

of the ODT, beginning 

with this unfortunately 

titled misplaced photo.

The intended photo was 

meant to be of a helicopter 

pilot and his wife, but 

somehow the mix-up 

managed to slip through the eagle-eyed attention of the editors, who 

thankfully had a sound explanation for the mistake: 

Meanwhile, Dave Cannan’s column finally solved the mystery of pheasant 

sightings in South Otago, with the reliable source of “an unnamed Peninsula 

wild-bird fancier,” which could really be anyone.

Seemingly without explanation, the ODT ran this clip art explosion, the 

meaning of which is unclear. Certainly the depictions of Dunedin school-

children doing anything other than loitering in the Meridian food court on 

a Friday evening or 

trying to use poor-

ly-made IDs at the 

Cook are woefully 

inaccurate.

Luckily the ODT shows no signs of 

boosting its quality, and thus its 

readership, because its staff find

dunedin is not just a Scarfie mecca of 

couch-burning occasions, Hyde St 

shenanigans, bars with floors so 

sticky you can’t even dance, and ten-day long 

spells of rain. Ho no! It has a secret cultural 

underbelly of which many young students are not aware. Down towards 

(and beyond) the Octagon, things like film festivals, iD Dunedin fashion 

week, ballet and orchestral performances and many more things that 

your Grandma would probably enjoy doing on a wet Thursday afternoon 

take place with surprising regularity. 

If you are ready, young grasshopper, to dip 

your toes into the rich pool of Dunedin’s 

cultural offerings, look no further than 

the Dunedin Public Art Gallery. Situated 

familiarly close to such favourite spots 

as Alibi, Mac’s bar and the 24/7, the 

DPAG looks loftily over the Octagon, 

casting an artistic eye over the hordes 

of marauding Dunedin locals that sift 

around the grass. 

Apart from its many interesting and varied exhibitions throughout the 

year, its plush wooden floors and bright, airy atrium entrance, arguably 

the best thing about the DPAG is that entry is completely gratis! On the 

ground floor, there tend to be historical art exhibitions – everything from 

early settlers’ depictions of NZ in its pristine virgin beauty, to European 

masters’ works on tour. Upstairs are more contemporary (read: more 

bizarre) exhibitions – lots of video art, installations, and photography. You 

can point, nod your head knowingly 

and make erudite observations like 

you have a BA in Art History. Enjoy.

Get there: on foot.

Do: check out the superlative gift shop 

– your Radio One card gets a cheeky 

10% discount on non-sale items.

Don’t: slide around in your socks on 

the wooden floors. Tempting, but 

not allowed. 

Eat: next door at Nova.

C O L U M N S
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Love is Blind
Catelyn

i arrived at Moon Bar feeling confident and excited. as I was arriving 

I saw a carload of rowdy-looking males pull up. I knew my date was 

amongst them. I knew as soon as he sat down and awkwardly hugged 

me that I wouldn’t be sleeping with him, although he looked handsome. 

He wasn’t my type; he was in dire need of a pie. Personally I need a mas-

culine man who can throw me around and dominate me; this guy looked 

like he could barely throw a twig. 

We made pleasant conversation while eating and drinking, at the time 

looking at my meal thinking pretty sure my lamb shanks had more meat 

on them than him. We then proceeded to have an interesting conversation 

about the mushrooms on his plate, which made very clear to me he didn’t 

like them, so I ate them for him. I was interested to hear that he had a bottle 

of wine before turning up, seeing that I was sober as a judge on arrival. 

Four Steinlagers later, his eyes were glazing over a little. 

One thing that did bug me was the fact he kept twitching and fidgeting, 

which made me uncomfortable; body language conveys a lot on a date. I 

started to come to the conclusion that his flat had an infestation of fleas. 

I asked him why he came on the blind date and he said that his friends 

entered him (sure). Later that evening, while I was at a party, I heard from 

his friend that he tried multiple times last year to go on the Critic blind 

date – so much for the “friend”. I said goodbye and thanked him for the 

date – he was a nice guy. Later that night I was in town dancing with a 

guy and looked over to see him sucking face with another girl. I guess we 

were both winners.

Ned

i gave my permission for my flatmate to email Critic and plead my case 

for a chance at love and to break my extensive dry spell. On the night 

of the date I got dressed to the nines and nailed a bottle of wine to calm 

my nerves. My overly-excited flatmates dropped me off in the mechanical 

masterpiece “The Rage.” After a quick prep talk and spotting my date 

walking into Angus, I quickly followed and after quick introductions we 

got a few drinks and started chatting at the bar. 

Conversation seemed to be flowing along fairly well, she turned out to be a 

second-year local girl. We were finally seated and had our meals delivered 

to us. The food was delicious and she relieved me of my mushrooms, as 

I firmly believe the only fungi that should be ingested are of the magical 

kind. By this stage the bottle of wine and the bar tab started to kick in and 

things began to get a little hazy. After finishing the bar tab and a couple 

of ciggies I began to get bored of the date and wanted to carry the party 

on elsewhere. 

We decided to go around the block to the backpackers party and meet up 

with my friends and watch their band play. My date came along and hung 

out. It was around this time that I completely blacked out apart from a 

few flashes of being in the Craic and walking back to her house. However, 

upon waking up in a strange flat, I realised that it was neither her flat nor 

her – somewhere along the line I had swapped my date for some other 

woman. I tried to escape before the hangover kicked in but was a little slow 

off the mark and had to have a cheeky spew on the way out. Embarrassing.

Cheers to Critic and Angus for the free feed and bar 

tab, it was a great start to a sick night.

Critic’s infamous blind date column brings you weekly shutdowns, hilariously 
mismatched pairs, and the occasional hookup. each week, we lure two singletons to 
angus restaurant / Moon Bar and ply them with alcohol and food (in that order), then 

wait for their reports to arrive in our inbox. if this sounds like you, email news@critic.co.nz 
or FB message us. But be warned – if you dine on the free food and dash without sending us 
a writeup, a Critic writer will write one under your name. and that won’t end well for you.
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coverslike.com provides internet users 

with endless freedom to “customise your 

Facebook timeline cover” (just in case 

no photos of you and your friends seem pretty 

enough). For serious pug lovers you can have one 

which states “the day God made Pugs He just sat 

down and Smiled” next to a pug puppy with its 

nose in a daisy. There seem to be no limits to the 

extent of originality with this particular Facebook 

feature. While most cover photos are not “art” (as 

much as you try to stretch the definition of the 

word), there is an art to your choice and the con-

sequences of the impression you leave with those 

stalking your page. It is a daily, potentially very 

personal, creative outlet with much to answer for.

Different people devote their cover photos dif-

ferent amounts of attention and care. For many 

it’s simply a nice, fun or cute picture to fill the 

gap. For others there are many more consider-

ations. Does the cover photo colour scheme tie 

in with your display picture? What does your 

cover photo say about you? Is it too radical/

outrageous/politically active? The cover photo 

hasn’t been around long; however, it has become 

an ingrained part of our online experience and 

for many it is a novel phenomenon. It provides an 

opportunity for people to think about themselves 

from a creative perspective when they might not 

have done so before.

Cover photos are rated by their viewers. 

Mashable.com recently uploaded a slideshow 

of the “Ten most engaging cover photos” includ-

ing that from the page of Mitt Romney. People 

are judged on how aesthetically pleasing their 

choice of photo is. There is an opportunity for 

artists and other prolific figures to exploit this 

space to a further extent. It also provides the 

potential for an exhibition space where people 

can display their own photography or art. As an 

outlet for individual expression, there is a lot a 

cover photo can say about someone. 

Cover photos are mood focused, often changed 

to fit how a person is feeling even if done 

subconsciously. Last year, often out of sheer 

boredom, my cover photo would erratically 

change multiple times a week – enough for 

friends to comment. It would range from a close 

up of Azealia Banks’s face to a stunning photo of 

intensely blue waves. In this way cover photos 

are a record, keeping track of how you felt at 

a particular time and the reasons behind the 

choice of that particular photo. 

There are endless websites providing sugges-

tions on the perfect photo. Embedded in the 

internet is an infinite world of cover photos to 

choose from for those struggling to fill this cre-

ative outlet with their own intuition. However it 

can be artistic in being used as an opportunity 

to advertise or expand your creative capabili-

ty. Simply uploading a scenic picture of some 

gorgeous place you’ve travelled to is heading 

in the right direction.

Facebook 
cover photos
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Treasure Mum at Our Mother’s Day Book Sale!
30% off Gold Dot Specials, 20% off Silver Dot Specials & Go in the Draw to Win Diamonds*

Sale in-store Fri 3–Sun 12 May  Mon–Fri 8.30am–5.30pm  Sat 10am–4pm  Sun 11am–3pm

*Selected stock only. See conditions in-store or on:  facebook.com/unibooksnz www.unibooks.co.nz Ph: 477 6976 378 Great King St. 
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Mrs Dalloway 
by Virginia Woolf
R E v I E W E D  By  F E By  I D R U S

v irginia Woolf’s novel Mrs Dalloway 

begins like this: “Mrs Dalloway said she 

would buy the flowers herself.” This 

opening sentence is about as simple as this 

book gets. From here, we are plunged headfirst 

into this swirling, teeming-with-life ocean of a 

book. At its most basic, Mrs Dalloway is a portrait 

of an upper-class woman as we see her on a hot 

summer’s day in 1920s London, but in reality, 

Mrs Dalloway is, among many other things, 

an exploration of memory and the constraints 

of time; an indictment of the treatment of the 

mentally ill; an exuberant love letter to London; 

and a meditation on the ways people change, 

how they stay the same, and how they seem 

like one thing to one person and like something 

totally different to someone else. 

If Mrs Dalloway is at its heart a portrait of a 

character, it’s a portrait done in the spirit of 

Clarissa Dalloway’s own declaration that “to 

know her, or anyone, one must seek out the 

people who completed them; even the places 

[…] our apparitions, the part of us which appears, 

are so momentary compared with the other, 

the unseen part of us, which spreads wide.” 

Woolf’s exploration of Clarissa Dalloway reaches 

AvA I L A B L E  F O R  O R D E R  F R O M 
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well back into Clarissa’s past via both her and 

her friends’ memories, and reaches out from 

Clarissa herself to her friends, her enemies, 

her employees, to people she passes in the 

street, all the way to Septimus Warren Smith, a 

shellshocked ex-World War I soldier who seems 

to have nothing to do with Clarissa whatsoever. 

The six-degrees-of-separation vibe that runs 

throughout the novel is made possible through 

Woolf’s incredibly deft writing. Somehow, she 

moves us from one character’s mind to another, 

from the present to the past, from reality to 

memory to fantasy, in an amazingly seamless 

way, never jolting us out of the world of the story 

with a clumsy or awkward transition. The fluidity 

of her stream-of-consciousness style (which 

this book helped to pioneer) makes you feel 

as if you’re some kind of friendly ghost, sliding 

into people’s minds, eavesdropping on their 

thoughts as they think them, then effortlessly 

sliding out again. 

The facility and ease apparent in Woolf’s 

technique doesn’t mean that her style is 

necessarily easy to read. Woolf fills her sentences 

up with complex clauses, making them elaborate 

and somewhat baroque, and I found myself 

doubling back to the beginning of many of her 

sentences and re-reading, just to figure out what 

was going on and what Woolf was trying to say. 

The complexity of her sentences makes the novel 

rich and dense, but also hard to get through. 

Reading it was like eating a slice of chocolate 

cake so rich that you can’t gobble it down in 

one go; you have to take it one small, slowly 

savoured bite at a time. 

So much is going on thematically beneath the 

surface of the words and plot that Mrs Dalloway 

is also impossible to fully appreciate on a first 

reading. But every great album or painting 

or piece of art is deep enough that you are 

rewarded with more every time you go back and 

re-experience it. Mrs Dalloway is no different. 

Full to the brim with imagination, electric with 

metaphor, and soaked in curiosity and love for 

humanity, Mrs Dalloway has untold depths to 

plunge into, and each dive in – each re-read, and 

this novel deserves many re-reads – will yield 

to you new and unexpected treasure, every time.

“...She moves us from one character’s mind to another, from 

the present to the past, from reality to memory to fantasy, in an 

amazingly seamless way, never jolting us out of the world of the 

story with a clumsy or awkward transition.”
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So far this year I have only reviewed 

games developed and distributed by the 

giants of the gaming industry. However, 

there is a whole other side to the industry. Thus 

far I have traversed the mainstream; this week 

we shall delve into the independent (or indie). 

The large capital necessary for game devel-

opment has created a clear division between 

mainstream games, which cost outrageous 

amounts to make and are fairly limited in terms 

of how progressive they can be (but are overall 

generally spectacular), and the indie games. 

These independent games are generally made 

by a small group of designers on very tight 

budgets. The upside, however, is that because 

these developers aren’t under the heel of some 

publishing giant, they are free to be as innovative 

as they please. 

One such game rife with innovation is Klei 

Entertainment’s game Don’t Starve, which just 

officially launched on Steam (though it has been 

in open beta since last year) This game seeks to 

add something new to the current resurgence of 

open-world survival games. Unlike other current 

games in this genre like Day Z or Slender, Don’t 

Starve isn’t seeking to scare the living beejezus 

objects. For instance, you begin with absolutely 

nothing, but pick up a flint and a twig and voilà, 

you have a torch. 

There is a plethora of objects to construct, which 

all benefit survival in some way. The game has 

a cycle of days which are broken down into day-

time, evening and night. It is possible to explore 

and construct during daytime; however, night 

brings pitch blackness full of monsters that will 

kill you unless you are beside a roaring fire.

The number of days you manage to survive 

determines the amount of experience you get 

upon your death. This experience levels you 

up, unlocking new characters to play as. Each 

character has its own set of skills, which make 

different areas of survival easier. 

Every time you die the world resets, providing 

you with a brand new map. However, this also 

means that you have to start again from scratch, 

which can be annoying. But you’ll find that on 

every playthrough you get more and more adept 

at surviving, at knowing which supplies you need 

and which constructions to build.

Klei Entertainment’s Don’t Starve is a great 

example of the strengths of the indie market. It 

provides innovative gameplay that is challenging 

and interesting as well as having a unique visual 

style and just being bloody fun. Plus it’ll cost you 

a sixth of a AAA title.

Don’t Starve
DEvELOPED By KLEI ENTERTAINMENT 8 / 1 0

out of you, but rather seeking to emphasise the 

idea of survival.

When you first start the game you enter the 

world as the default character “The Gentleman 

Scientist,” who is described as being capable 

of growing a magnificent beard. The first thing 

that strikes me is the art style of the world. Indie 

games frequently employ unconventional art 

styles and Don’t Starve is no exception,. Its style 

is faintly reminiscent of scary German fairy tales. 

The camera gives you a bird’s eye view of your 

character and the world.

The aim of the game is simple: don’t die. There 

are three ways you can die – through starvation, 

insanity or trauma. You are free to explore the 

world at your own pace, but your exploration 

will always be underpinned by this one objec-

tive of survival. Starvation can be avoided by 

eating (obviously) so you are always on the hunt 

for food sources, and as you progress you can 

produce farms and crops to make staying fed 

easier. Insanity is avoided by keeping your mind 

active by constructing things. All objects in the 

world are interactive and provide resources that 

can be manipulated or combined to create useful 
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ARCHWAY SHOP
GROUND FLOOR ISB LINK

Spend $50 or more* and go in the monthly 
draw to �y a plane (with an instructor) 

thanks to the Otago Aero Club.
*TO ENTER WRITE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER ON THE BACK OF YOUR RECEIPT AND GIVE TO ARCHWAY SHOP STAFF
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Five foreign-language films that should 
have won Best Picture (this century alone)

By  SA M  M CC H E S N E y

Everybody knows that the “World Series” 

of baseball is anything but; in reality, it’s 

a competition held between the winners 

of two different American baseball leagues. The 

competition’s name is often (and rightly) ridi-

culed, the perfect embodiment of America’s 

mentality vis-à-vis the world.

However, the Oscars are far more telling. 

The self-appointed world championships of film 

have been going since 1929, and no exclusively 

foreign-language film has ever won the award 

for Best Picture. Ever. In fact, only nine have even 

been nominated (out of a total of 503 nominees), 

and one of those was Letters from Iwo Jima, 

an American film directed by Clint Eastwood. 

Bergman, Fellini, Tartovsky: these are just some 

of the illustrious names who, according to the 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 

have never made the year’s best film. 

But apparently Kevin Costner has.

That’s pretty fucked, and there’s no sign 

of change; many (if not most) of this century’s 

greatest films have hailed from outside the 

Anglophone world, but only two have earned 

Best Picture nominations. Here are but five for-

eign-language films released since 2000 that 

should have won Best Picture:

2000: Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon (China)
This film brought Chinese cinema to the West’s 

attention like no other before it, and it’s the 

only movie on this list to earn a Best Picture 

nomination. Beautifully choreographed and shot, 

hindsight has elevated Crouching Tiger far above 

2000’s eventual winner, the dated and plodding 

Gladiator. Moreover, Crouching Tiger enabled 

some beautiful successors, including Hero and 

House of Flying Daggers. Gladiator, meanwhile, 

spawned Alexander and Troy. 

2003: Oldboy (South Korea)
Yes, at least one of the Lord of the Rings films 

deserved Best Picture. But it sure as hell wasn’t 

Return of the King, a film so tortuous, overblown 

and anticlimactic (oh cool, invincible deus ex 

machina ghosts!) it almost ruined everything. 

Thankfully the Oscars are a sham, so Return of the 

King won 11 of them. Meanwhile, one of the most 

inventive, entertaining and downright disturbing 

action films ever made received no Oscar nomi-

nations at all, not even for Best Foreign Language 

Film (i.e. the Darkie Consolation Prize). Naturally, 

Cannes was more perceptive, the Tarantino-led 

jury awarding Oldboy the Grand Prix.

2006: The Lives of Others 
(Germany)
Set in East Berlin shortly before the fall of the Wall, 

The Lives of Others follows a dour Stasi agent 

assigned to spy on a playwright who is suspected 

of assisting the West. The 2006 Oscar went to The 

Departed, itself a brilliant film. But whereas The 

Departed is one of the great crime films, The Lives 

of Others is one of the great films of any genre. A 

realistic, powerful and gripping movie, and possi-

bly the best this century has seen. (An honourable 

mention for 2006 goes to Pan’s Labyrinth, which 

is also one of the best films of the last decade.)

2008: Waltz With Bashir (Israel)
Waltz With Bashir tore up the rulebook for 

documentaries. Its rotoscoped animation, un-

conventional narrative and deep psychological 

introspection make it one of the most unique 

and profound films ever made, as well as one of 

cinema’s finest meditations on war. Eschewing 

the “reality” of live-action footage is an extremely 

risky move for a documentary, especially one 

with such controversial subject-matter; but it’s 

carried off with perfect awareness and sensitivity, 

and raises the film to a transcendent level of visu-

al poetry. Whatevs, though, the Academy thought 

Slumdog Millionaire was better. Honourable 

mentions: Gomorra, Let the Right One In.

2009: A Prophet (France)
It’s a damning indictment of Oscar logic that 

tub-thumping shit like The Hurt Locker can win 

Best Picture; and the same logic ensures that 

a French-language film with an Algerian lead 

will never get a look in. A Prophet is a gritty, 

intricately plotted prison epic, charting petty 

criminal Malik’s rise to power. The story devel-

ops seamlessly, the cast is excellent, and there 

are some lovely directorial touches. Oh, and it’s 

not blatant military propaganda, which helps. 

Honourable mention: The White Ribbon.
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Want to earn money?
Want to save money? For more information call or email Jeff Sparrow:

027 279 5423  Jeffrey.sparrow@gmail.com

Pay off your student loan whilst studying!
Join an international sales company

F I L M

Director: Amy J. Berg

West of 
Memphis 

R E v I E W E D  By  RO S I E  H OW E L L S 5 / 5

West of Memphis is a documentary 

film following the case of the West 

Memphis Three, the teenagers ac-

cused and jailed for the murder of three eight-

year-old boys from their Arkansas neighbour-

hood in 1993. With personal interviews with the 

family of the deceased children, the loved ones 

of the accused, and Damian Echols – the sup-

posed leader of the murderers who lives on death 

row – this is a deeply intimate and affecting film. 

Badlands 
terrence Malick / USa / 1973 
94 min / r16 violence

Dunedin Film 
Society screening

malick’s first film is still one of 

American cinema’s most powerful and 

daring debuts. Starring Martin Sheen 

and Sissy Spacek. “Transcendent themes of love 

and death are fused with a pop-culture sensibility 

and played out against a mid-western back-

ground.” (Dave Kehr)

Wednesday 8 May at 7:30pm in the Red Lecture 

Theatre (located near the side entrance of the Scott 

Building, 260 Great King St, across the road from the 

emergency entrance of the hospital).

Admission is free to Film Society members. 

Full-year waged memberships ($65) or student/

unwaged memberships ($55) are available at the 

door before the screening, or at the OUSA office. 

Three-movie passes are also available for $25.

Film Society members will receive a dis-

counted ticket price at the International Film 

Festival and Italian Film Festival later in the year, 

as well as discounts off the regular price of all 

regular 2D Rialto screenings (Monday to Friday) 

and Metro screenings (all week).

Interlaced with the pulls on the heartstrings 

are the hard facts of the evidence – it’s like CSI 

on acid, and at times I found myself getting too 

caught up in the adrenaline of uncovering the 

clues and had to remind myself that these are 

real people and real deaths. Because of this, the 

film can be very upsetting – not in an obnoxious 

way of chucking swooping violins underneath 

every interview but in a quiet, understated way, 

where the complete lack of both narration and 

interference with the footage allows for your 

own quiet consideration. The bittersweet ending 

in particular will leave you thinking for a long 

time, as it forces you to make up your own mind. 

Due to the huge amount of evidence, stories, and 

people involved, it could get a little jumbled, and 

there were parts I would have liked to see ex-

panded. For example, in the beginning there are 

many interviews with co-producer Peter Jackson 

(the other producer is Damian Echols – I bloody 

told you it was intimate) but we don’t hear from 

him at the resolution of the film, and I would have 

loved to have seen his reaction. The vast amount 

of information also means that it racks up quite 

a viewing time, almost two-and-a-half hours of 

harrowing viewing – but you wouldn’t know it, 

I was completely engrossed and it’s not often a 

film can totally own you like that. This film is a 

difficult watch, it’s frustrating and heart-breaking 

and scary, but you need to see it. Not only is it an 

engaging film, it’s an important one. 
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Akron/Family 
Sub Verses

Akron/Family shoot for 
bigger and more streamlined, 
only losing a little spirit 
in the process.

4 / 5

any fan of contemporary psychedelic 

rock will surely know the name “Akron/

Family.” Michael Gira of Swans once 

described them in the following manner: “There 

are no inverted commas in the world of Akron. 

They’re inside the music, grinding it, fighting it, 

chewing it, digesting it, then spewing it up to 

the sky in a multicoloured spray of endless sound 

and love.”

In a nutshell, an intrinsic part of Akron/Family’s 

sound has always been chaos. Since their incep-

tion they have been hurling diverse influences at 

each other (everything from the acid-drenched 

grooves of 13th Floor Elevators to the soaring 

vocal harmonies of Animal Collective) into wild 

melees of sound, from which they gradually 

build to intensely melodic climaxes. It’s always 

a while before these transcendental moments of 

clarity occur, but the serpentine path you take 

to get there makes them all the more satisfying. 

It comes as no shock then that their lengthier, 

more segmented tracks (“Blessing Force,” “Ed Is 

a Portal,” “Gravelly Mountains of the Moon”) are 

among their most beloved.

And now, two years since the release of Akron/

Family II: The Cosmic Birth and Journey of 

Shinju TNT (try saying that ten times quickly), 

we have Sub Verses. Just as we were growing 

comfortable in the way we listen to and digest 

Akron/Family’s music, the band’s sixth studio 

album has come along and pulled the carpet out 

from beneath our feet. From the first few bars 

of rippling percussion that open the album, it is 

obvious that Sub Verses will be unlike anything 

the band has done before.

Opener “No-Room” builds gently and efficiently 

into a repetitive math rock groove, suggest-

ing Battles hanging out in the desert. Native 

American-influenced vocals weave their way 

into the mix, adding another layer to this 

seemingly stationary groove. For three minutes 

Akron fans will be stunned at how clear and 

immediate everything is, pattering away with 

little tension or drastic progression. And then, 

without warning, the band vanishes beneath an 

ominous drone. Suddenly, you’re standing on a 

desert plateau staring up at Mufasa, Darth Vader 

and company in the clouds above. “We held 

fast, we held strong, we held on,” they repeat in 

their colossal voices. It’s as close to a religious 

experience as you’re going to get from a song 

in 2013.

Because of how airbrushed and precise the songs 

on Sub Verses are, they can be pushed, pulled 

and stretched further than ever before. A drop 

as vivid and intense as the one in “No-Room” 

simply wouldn’t work in an earlier Akron/Family 

song. The crystalline production and generous 

use of reverb make many of these songs feel 

very open, often evoking the massive, unknown 

spaces of another planet. It’s hard to read about 

the huge influence of Frank Herbert’s Dune on 

the band when recording the album and not 

envisage the guitars echoing from the top of 

unexplored sierras, or the vocals soaring down 

alien canyons.

But the polish and streamlining of Sub Verses 

is both a strength and a bit of a weakness. 

Despite the many upsides of the simpler, more 

direct nature of this album, it simply doesn’t 

convey the sense of mayhem or community 

that used to define the band; they fail this time 

around to provide their trademark freeform 

lunacy or fulfill the “Family” half of their name. 

If, like Animal Collective with Merriweather Post 

Pavilion, making their most fully-realised and 

accessible record comes at the cost of a little of 

their heart, that’s just a compromise we’re going 

to have to take.

Despite lacking a little in pandemonium and 

in spirit, Sub Verses is easily the most epic, 

immediate and sonically breathtaking Akron/

Family album yet.
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RADIO ONE 91FM

E V ENT
GUIDE

To include a Dunedin gig or event  
email us at r1@r1.co.nz

FRIDAy 10TH MAy
OUSA and Radio One Present 
Battle Of The Bands 2013 - Heat 2

ReFuel  |  Battle Of The Bands celebrates its 25th Birthday 
this year! This year the winning band will walk away with 
a professional music video shot and produced by Moi Moi 
Productions, $400 cash from OUSA, recording time in the 
NZMiC Albany St Studio thanks to the Otago University Music 
Department, a Radio One advertising campaign and branded 
gear from Konstruct Clothing. Heats every Friday starting 3th 
of May, Grand Final on May 31st.

MONDAy 6TH MAy
Regent Theatre  |  Danny Bhoy. This stand up show features 
some of the letters you never got round to writing because 
you thought life was too short. Tickets available from 
TicketDirect.

WEDNESDAy 8TH MAy
ReFuel  |  Ded Sparrows, A Distant City, The Suds, and Toy 
Destruction. Free entry from 9pm.

FOR FULL LISTINGS vISIT 
R1.CO.Nz/pLAyTIME

James Blake
Overgrown 
Okay, I’m starting to get it now...

James Blake is an electronic producer and singer-songwriter from 

London. In 2011, he released his debut album. It was called James 

Blake. A number of critics and music listeners collectively lost their 

shit over it. I did not.

Not that I didn’t find James’ mix of post-dubstep and soul an attractive, 

atmospheric style of music; James Blake had enough languorous, reverbed 

beats and lonely piano lines to pleasantly soundtrack a spell of late-night 

studying. It’s really just his voice that didn’t cut the mustard for me. That 

warbly, self-pitying, scarcely melodic voice. Instead of actually trying to 

sound any good, its emphasis seemed to be entirely on arousing human 

emotion – making you feel something, man – and it never succeeded in 

stirring anything within me. I’m not a cold person by any means, and will in 

fact still cry if shown Return of the King, Gladiator or the first five minutes 

of Up, but I’d honestly get about as much of a sense of melancholy and 

wintry beauty by staring thoughtfully into a glass of milk as I’d get from 

James Blake’s downcast croon. “I don’t know about my loving anymore, 

all that I know is I’m falling, falling, falling …” Yeah, whatever.

After it received comparable or even greater critical acclaim than his debut, I 

thought I should probably check out James’ sophomore Overgrown. Though 

a deviation from his monotonous, seemingly one-trick sound would have 

been nice, Overgrown is for all intents and purposes the exact same kind 

of music he made two years ago. It’s still that bleak, introverted (dare I say 

narcissistic?) style of R&B, the sort of thing that goes hand in hand with 

the image of James wandering alone around a frosty garden, or staring 

pensively at himself in the bathroom mirror as a single tear falls into the 

sink in slow motion. Cheer up, brah.

However, the beats are more detailed, the hooks are far stronger (see 

“Retrograde”) and, praise Buddha, his voice is actually beginning to have 

an effect on me. These pluckings of the heartstrings are still minor ones, 

and I will continue to go instead to Thom Yorke, Jeff Mangum, and Jónsi for 

my daily feels, but his vocals are finally becoming more to me than just 

a sorrowful warble. If he maintains this upwards trajectory, I may even 

really like his third album.

Though Overgrown is a perfectly pleasant, moody record that has improved 

my opinion of James Blake, I don’t know if I’d quite call myself a fan of his 

just yet. But I’m getting there.
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His has a degree in classics and a diploma in 

journalism. I don’t see anything close to a degree 

in atmospheric physics. 

If you continue on this editorial strategy. I 

look forward to your feature on the major debates 

of contemporary NZ, such as the truth behind 

lizard people, the illuminati, mind controlling 

chemtrails and oh, that guy who says climate 

change is a communist agenda. 

Much Love

Your Mum.

he says “you’re welcome.”
nice attempt at product 
placement on the cover BtW
Dear Sam Clark,

We would just like to say thank you for our 

new found fame. Never in our wildest dreams 

would we think, we would grace the covers of a 

magazine. We are truly thankful and appreciate 

you holding up your end of the deal. Sorry about 

the late thank you. 

Yours sincerely,

Critic Cover Boyz

#Duckface #Hyde #1000chins 

#Droppingmypants

Because you keep pronouncing it 
“liberry”
Dear Critic,

Why are so many of the librarians in Central 

so angry all the time? Why can’t they say hi to 

me or even acknowledge me when I am issuing 

a book from the reserve? Is being a librarian 

really that horrible? Please cheer up librarians.

From,

a person who spends too much time in 

the library

felt down the day after their dog died. Think 

of people throwing in opioids for a headache 

next to their broccoli, as well as freely available 

pseudoephedrine. That’ll do wonders for our 

P problem. Most people don’t even take their 

prescribed drugs properly now, given instruc-

tions from their doctors. I can’t even freaking 

imagine what the fuck would happen if drugs 

were lined up next to shampoo. You’re right: 

people do need to be protected from their own 

decisions. Pick another topic for the med vs law 

argument, this one is just ridiculous and makes 

you look like a baboon.

Nick Instone

a veiled insult
Dear Basti Menkes

I’m sorry your first The Veils experience was 

a disappointment. I still remember the first time 

I sat down to listen to The Veil’s debut album The 

Runaway Found on a sunny afternoon in 2005. 

My Dad’s mate lent it to me and I have to say I 

was unimpressed. I didn’t know what to think 

of Finn’s voice, his moodiness or some of the 

song structures.

However on a second listen everything 

clicked into place, the pitched sighing of Finn’s 

voice, the crisp guitar licks, the driving then 

haunting drums. Not instantly accessible, this 

is now my “stranded on a desert island with 

only one CD to listen to for all eternity” album.

When The Dark Night came out I saw it with 

such high expectations that I thought it was 

pretty average. I feel like this has happened to 

you with The Veils, and I really hope it doesn’t 

detract your readers from trying to get into this 

fantastic (kiwi-ish) band.

Nik Brown

P.S. They’ve just hinted on Facebook that 

they’ll be playing Dunedin again soon, I hope 

you can get along.

critic: a neoliberal conspiracy
Dear critic. 

I’m completely baffled by your new edito-

rial strategy with an entire feature dedicated to 

climate change denier Christopher Monckton. 

Sure, student magazines like to be a little 

naughty. But this is someone who says that 

climate change is a communist plot used by the 

UN to impose a global communist agenda, and 

you’re actually attempting to give two sides of 

the ‘debate’. There is no debate, ask anyone in 

the scientific community. 

Also I’m blown away that you actually treat-

ed him as if he has credible views on the matter. 

poem of the week

I chuckle as I write with glee,

My letter to Critic, in clumsy poetry.

A recent letter of a mildly scathing sort,

Said, in short: “less art more sport”

I say “Go Zane!”

“Of every drunken sports-fan be  

the bane”

More arts review, more film more tunes,

More candlesticks and helium balloons.

Less scores and stats (MORE poetry)

that’s what I’d really like to see.

Then at the latest edgy art event,

I can at least appear intelligent.

Did a BA put these views into my head?

No! Science rules! (I’m doing med)

Pocock, keep on producing that mas-

terful material,

Not every student is completely bestial.

Sam the dutch sailor

LETTER OF THE WEEK

The letter of the week wins Boyfriend 

Wisdom and The Worst Case Scenario Sex Kit  

from the University Book Shop. 

aw nuts 
RE: Totes Nuts article in Critic Issue 8 about 

Chestnut tree next to Union lawn

It’s a walnut tree. So any attempts to get 

chestnuts from said tree are bound to fail.

Cheers, 

Rachael 

another dr. nick emerges
Dear Callum/Critic

“All prescription drugs should be available 

at supermarkets.” Um… What? Are you taking 

the piss? The thought that everyone who had a 

cold could go and buy antibiotics (which would 

do nothing) like they were fucking jelly babies, 

thereby rendering antibiotics useless in about 

20 years, terrifies me. As does someone pick-

ing up some anti-depressants because they 

ouSa rEFErEndum
An online referendum will be held 27 – 31 

May 2013 – www.ousa@ousa.org.nz

Administrative questions will include:

1. Receive and accept the annual report of 

the Association for the previous year

2. Receive and accept the audited annual 

financial statements for the previous year

3.  Appoint the Auditors for the next financial 

year

4.  Appoint the Honorary Solicitor for the 

next financial year

Students are welcome to submit more ques-

tions, just email adminVP@ousa.org.nz 

before 5pm Friday 10 May.
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The Melbourne JD Law degree

Experiences that 
mean the world

www.law.unimelb.edu.au/jd
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Perry Bible Fellowship Is made by Nick Gurwitch, check out his comics, �lms and book at pbfcomics.com

Misery Ink

P.B.F
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contact Zac Gawn to 
register your interest 
adminvp@ousa.org.nz

THEN OUSA 
WANTS YOU!
THEN OUSA 
WANTS YOU!

Got the talent
 to set or break a

Got the talent
 to set or break a

Fair Trade Fortnight
For the next two weeks Fair Trade Dunedin are running a series of epic little 

festivities around town. Not enough of us know just how great Fair Trade 

products are, not just for those producing them but also for us the karma 

consumers. 

Saturday May 11 World Fair Trade Day, Trade Aid is hosting a Chocolate Party 

in store at  133 George Street Dunedin . Join us there for a coffee, hot chocolate, 

baking and chocolate tasting from 11a.m till  2 p.m. Colouring competition, 

balloons and chocolate quiz for the children. Find out more here http://on.fb.

me/YcxzyI

OUSA Squash Courts: 1/2 price student 
casual use during May, $2.50 per game!
The OUSA Squash Courts are located just behind the PE School and are 

available for casual use. Plus, the OU Squash Racquets Club is a great way to 

play competitive or social squash. Contact OUSA Recreation to book a casual 

game or to find out about the Club:  479 5960

Sauna – Half price during May
Now the days are getting colder – experience the warmth of the OUSA 

sauna. Just $2 per student during May (applies to for the open sessions only). 

Contact OUSA Recreation to book:  479 5960

President’s Column 
Kia Ora,

A Memorandum of Understanding has been 

signed with the Dunedin City Council. The purpose 

of this MOU is for students to have a direct ear 

to the council and work with them on some 

identified ‘areas of focus.’ These focus areas are the 

ones that have been identified as priorities in the 

2013/14 period. 

As these are broad areas of focus, I’d love to 

hear from you what specific steps and ideas you 

have towards making this city a better place. For 

example, how do we promote public transport 

use? Should we have tertiary bus fares? How do 

we improve the flats in Dunedin? This is what the 

MOU covers so far:

1. Stadium use during Orientation 

The DCC will work with the OUSA and DVML to 

facilitate the usage of the stadium for OUSA events 

such as Orientation and Reorientation.

2. Enrolment & encouragement of students in the 

2013 local body election 

The DCC will proactively work with the OUSA to 

encourage student participation in local elections.

3. Better housing including warmth, insulation, 

and ratings systems 

The OUSA and the DCC will proactively work 

together to increase the quality of housing in 

Dunedin, particularly in student areas.

4. Recycling and cleaning up North Dunedin 

The OUSA and the DCC will proactively work 

together to encourage cleaner streets and student 

properties. 

5. Alcohol harm reduction 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively undertake 

to investigate practical measures relating to 

reducing alcohol related harm and encourage 

safer drinking, particularly in relation to events.

6.  Talent retention 

The OUSA and the DCC will proactively continue 

to work together to encourage talented graduates 

to settle in Dunedin and investigate opportunities 

to showcase careers available to graduates in 

Dunedin.

7. Public transport 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively work 

together to promote public transport use by 

tertiary students.

8. Encourage biking across Dunedin 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively work 

to promote cycling by students as a healthy, 

environmentally friendly, and cost effective 

transport option.

9. Increase the involvement of students in the 

Dunedin community 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively work 

together to increase involvement of students in 

the Dunedin community through measures such 

as the ‘Scarfie Army’, the creation of ‘community 

forums’ and disseminating information about 

other parts of the city to experience.

10. Student and local representation 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively work 

together to maintain and enhance local and 

student representation on the University Council, 

on the Tertiary Education Commission and any 

other relevant bodies.

11. Sustainability and Community Resilience 

The DCC and the OUSA will proactively work 

together to create strategies and implement 

action that will enable and support students 

to contribute to: minimising Dunedin’s carbon 

footprint, addressing the challenges posed by 

climate change impacts, boosting community 

resilience, and delivering sustainable decision-

making.

I’d love to hear your thoughts so shoot me an 

email at president@ousa.org.nz

For now I say, I am Dunedin…

 

 

Francisco Hernandez - OUSA President

To register your interest in helping get a Guinness World 
Record, contact Zac Gawn - adminvp@ousa.org.nz

THE OUSA PAGE
Everything OUSA, Every Monday
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